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ABSTRACT 

Results are presented on the r,?e of a high-resolution drift chamber in the 
Mart D Detector at PEP to measure the lifetimes of D° and D* mesons pro
duced in e + e~ annihilations at 29 GeV. Based on a sample of 74 en J for the 
Da mesons end 23 events for the D± mesons, the lifetimes are found to be 

rx,o =4.7lJ;J±0.5 X 1CTW s 
TDi =8.»1?:? ± 1.3 x 1 0 " " s. 

The ratio of these lifetimes, T&>/'D± — l - 9 i o j * °-3> indicates that the decays 
of these mesons cannot be explained by the simple spectator model of charmed 
particle decay. 
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1. Int roduct ion 

The discovery of a family of extremely narrow vector mesons in 1074 1" 2 

opsned a new era in high-energy physics. After intensive theoretical and iBtperi-

mental study, particle physicists have come to the conclusion that these narrow 

resonances are bound states of charmed quarks and anti-quarks. Since charm 

is an entlrelv new property of matter whose very existence was unknown until 

ten years ago, its interactions via the strong, weak, and electromagnetic (EM) 

forces have been the subject of extensive experimental research. Such etudies on 

the J / * family, especially those on the weak interactions of charm quarks, were 

hampered by the fact that the charm-anii-charm content of these meaena leaves 

a state with no net charm. It was only with the discovery of mesons with naked 

charm {i.e. mesons consbting of a diarcn quark and non-charm anti-quark) that 

any progress on this front was made. This thesis reports on a measurement of 

the lifetime of two of these charmed mesons; one aspect of the weak interactions 

of charm quarks. Table 1 gives the current list of the mesons along with come of 

their expected characteristics. 

Table i, 

CHARMED MESONS 

Name Quark j " Mnss 
Content GcV/c1 

D° (CO) o- 1.865 
D± M o- I.B69 
p± («) o- 1.075 
D'<> («) i~ 2.010 
D . ± M i " 2.O10 
p«± M i - 2.125 
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1.1 THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

We begin our study of the weak interactions of charmed mesons by review

ing current theoretical expectationn and experimental findings. The detailed 

list of theoretical predictions based on o SU(-l) theory of the spectroscopy of 

a world composed of four quarks has been presented in rcf.[3|. It ia expected, 

for example, that the EM and strong interactions conserve quark flavor. One 

consequence of this is the observed associated production of charmed particles in 

e*e~ annihilations. The process t*t~ —* Hi (see fig. 1) leads to charm hadrons 

in both jeta of a typical hadronic event. In other words, the net charm of a. final 

state from e+e~ annihilations muBt be zero and the observance of one charmed 

particle in an hadronic event necessitates the existence of at least one other 

charmed particle. The most important consequence of flavor conservation, how

ever, \B that the decay of charmed hodrons can onty occur through the weak 

interaction. Furthermore, the GIM mechanism* necessitate* that the decay 

proceed only through the charged current a» showa in fig. 1. Since the charm 

quark mass is sufficient to allow it to decay to either etrange or down quarks, the 

relative amplitudes of these decays is governed by the Cabibbo mechanism and 

must, therefore, be proportional to eoa0c/sin0c, where S, Is the Cabibbo angle. 

Since experiment has determined that Be ia small, charmed hadrons decay pri

marily to strange particles, giving rise to easily identifiable decay modes such as 

D+ -• K~ir + n+. (We note here that it will be assumed throughout this thesis 

that statements relevant to any state are also relevant to its chQxgs-cQnjug&te 

state, e.g, D+ -* K~ir+z+ implies that IT -» K+n~n~). 

In order to derive rough quantitative predictions about the charmed hadron 

decay, it has generally been assumed that the spectator diagrams play a principal 

role. The primary assumption here is that the charm quark decays freely without 
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Fig. 1; a. Diagram for e + c~ -* e£. 

b. Subsequent standard model decay of i charmed meson. 

any interference from its "apectator" quark partner (aee fig. X). Under this 

assumption, it to trivial to calculate the charm lifetime in terms of the muon 

lifetime since the charm and muon decays differ only in the effective phase space 

and the number of channels available. Thus, in the context of the standard 

mode], 

if effects from the finite mass of the Btrange quark are ignored. The factor of 

| is due to the fact that there axe 5 channels open for c decay (see fig. lb) as 

opposed to the one decay channel for p decay. (Since the W does not carry color, 

the u,d channel actually represents 3 dscay channels instead of one.) Thus, in 

the spectator model, one expects that T/>O = Tp+ = ry+. Since it is already 

known from experiments done at the SPEAR storage r i n g 5 - 6 that the relative 

semi-leptonic branching ratios for charmed mesons are such that 

£e(Z>+}/I?,(Z>0) > 1, 

It is possible to conclude that r D + > r^a, and thus that the Bimpte spectator 

model la not oufficient foi a foil understanding of charmed meson decay. 

Various Ideas have been suggested ao pc^ible explanations of the discrepancy 

between the theoretical and experimental values for the ratio TQ+/T0O. Sextet 

dominance, non-spectator diagrams, and identical particle interference are three 

of the most popular examples. Each of these will be considered in detail. 

The notion of sextet dominance corns aJbcot from detailed considerations 

of the proposed SU(3) s t ruc ture 7 - 6 of the hadronic current in the OIM model. 

Specifically, the charm-changing foui-qua^k portion of the SU(3) Laijrangian has 
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the form 

C =W<?e|£T"(I - T,)a][h?Q- ~ TS)«] + ainffeco3ff(([c7"(l - TsMls^p - Ti)«) 

- [ c V ( l - 1 6 ) 4 1 ^ ( 1 " -ts)u]) + s i n ' ^ ^ f l - T5]d]li^(l - 1 J H ) 

where u,d^, and c arc the Dirac spinoia for the up, down, strange, and charm 

quarks and the color factors have been omitted. This La-grangian has the SU[3) 

transformation property of a 6 + 15 for charm-changing reactions. The 15 and 

6 can be shown to be subgroups of the SU(4) 64 and 20-dimenBional rcpreocnta-

tions, i.e. the 84-4imensionaJ representation of SU(4) breaks down to 

8 4 S D | f l - » I ( l + 8 + W){AC = 0), (15)(&C = - 1 ) , (1&)(AC = +!)!«,[*) 

and 

2 0 S u ( 4 ) - ( (8)(A<7 = 0J, (6)(AC = -1 ) , (6)(AC = -H)]sx;<3) 

where AC = 0 ,±1 represents reactions in which charm changes by 0 ,±1 . It in 

an experimentally observed fact that strange particle decoys (for which AC = 0) 

are governed by the 4 1 = j rule (i.e. isospin can change only by ± 1 in such 

decays). This leads to *be theoretical assumption of 20-dominancc in 8U(4) 

since only in the 20-dimensional representation of SU(4) Is A 1= ±J- assured for 

AC = 0 reactions. This, in turn, leads to the expectation of 6-doroInance or 

sextet dominance in SU(3) for AC = ±1 reactions. 

The consequence of sextet dominance in SU[3) is that certain hadronlc decay 

modes of the D* such as D+ - . K°jr+ and K+ — K ' V t are forbidden9 - This, 

in turn, would lead to Tat/fry) > 1. Evidence for the first decay has already 

been observed6'10 . 

A simpler method for generating TD+frff> > 1 is simply to assume that non-

ipectator diagrams such as those shown in fig. 2 arc relevant to 0 meson decay. 

A diagram lite Gg. 2s is Cabibbo suppressed for D* mesons, thus, we would 

'W 

U « » j _ J » 

<~g~y~iryc"B''n~y~a"c'v~tr~ g 

j . 

F* 

Fig* 3: Non-spectator diagrams for heavy-quark decay 
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again expect that there are more decay channels open to the Z?° meson BO that 

Tj)+ > 7pu. The gluona attached to the quart lines are necessary to prevent 

the helicity suppression of these diagrams. It would otherwise be expected that 

the amplitude of the non-spectator diagrams would be multiplied by a factor of 

[^t)2 since these diagrams represent pseudosealar particles decaying into two 

light fermions- At least one other gluon must be present in order to make a color 

singlet in the final state. Several authors have suggested that the non-spectator 

diagrams can be the principal mode for D d e c a y 1 1 - 1 3 . 

Yet another way to make rD+ > rpo is to note that there are two diagrams 

contributing to the amplitude for non-leptonic decay of the D+ as shown in 

fig.3. Fevmi statistics demands that there be destructive Interference between 

the spectator anti-quark d and the identical d in the final state coming from the 

charm quark decay.13 . Initial estimates of the size of thia effect indicated that 

it might be responsible for a considerable difference in the D° and D+ lifei'Tries. 

Subsequent calculations disagree on the importance of this ef fect 1 4 - 1 7 . 

1.2 MOTIVATION FOE THIS ANALYSIS 

It ha? taken several years to develop the techniques for making precise mea

surements of charmed meson lifetimes. As shown above, the expected lifetimes 

are extremely short because of the relatively large charm quark mass. Only detec

tion devices with extremely high resolution, such as emulsions, bubble chambers, 

and silicon atrip detectors have been used to make measurements thus far. These 

experiments Eire not completely without bias, however, oince they depend upon 

a unite lifetime to identify and isolate charmed particle decays from the huge 

background due to light quarks. In addition, the net yield of fully identified 

charm decor? from these detectors has been small. This has limited the statisti

cal power of the lifetime measurements done to date. However, in order to test 

a 

d l 3 

Fig. S: The direct term diagram and interference term diagram for Z>+ non-

leptonic decay 
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calculation? made on the basis of the scenarios described above, accurate values 

°f TD+*TDa* ^ d rF+ 3Xe necessary. 

Storage rings are very suitable laboratories for making measurements on weak 

heavy hadron decays because these particles are copiously produced (for eta rage 

rings cf appropriate energies) and easily distinguished from the backgrounds 

due to light quarks and processes other than one-photon annihilation. Ae will be 

shown, the identification of O^ and D+ mesons can be done nearly independently 

of the charm lifetime. However, the high repetition rate and highly-evacuated 

beam pipe of circulating electron-positron beams precludes the use of devices 

such as bubble chambers, which can continuously track particles from the point 

of their creation- Instead, drift chambers, with an intrinsic resolution which is a 

factor of 2 or more worse than bubble chambers, must be employed. Here, we 

most depend on copious production of the particles of interest in order to reduce 

the statistical error on the lifetime measurement. 

We will justify the correctness of this statistical procedure by showing that 

many of the measurement errors relevant to the lifetime determination are Gaus

sian in nature. This means that the systematic errors on the final result can 

be well-understood and easily calculated. This contrasts sharply with bubble 

chamber and emulsion experiments which must contend with scanning efficien

cies which are functions of the decay length to be observed. One added advantage 

of the procedure to be described is that a very similar method can be tested on 

the well-understood T lepton. 

This thesis presents the First measurement of charmed meson lifetimes using 

a high-resolution drift chamber. The data used here were taken with the Mark 

D detector at the PEP storage ring at a center-of-maas energy of 29 GeV. The 

Mark H was a general purpose detector capable of charged and neutral particle 
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identification and accurate momentum measurement over a large fraction of the 

total solid angle. The addition of a very precise drift chamber augmented the 

physics capabilities of the detector by allowing high resolution charged-particle 

tracking. The various components of the detector and their performance are 

described in th' next chapter. 
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2. The Mark II Detector 

The Mark n detector WM built and first operated at the SPEAR storage 

ring. After two years of operation there, it waa moved to the PEP storage ring 

and took data at a eenter-of-masa energy of 29 GeV for four /ears* In the second 

year of operation, a high-resolution drift chamber called the vertex detector was 

installed to facilitate measurements of particle lifetimes on the order of 1 0 - 1 3 

s. Only the data taken after the installation of the vertex detector were used 

in this analysis, GO the following description of the detector apparatus and the 

schematic diagram shown in fig. 4 apply only to the configuration of the detector 

during the last three years of running. Components of the Mark II are described 

in an order representing increasing distance of the component from the beam 

interaction point. 

2 . 1 VEHTEX DETECToa 

The vertex detector 1 8 or vertex chamber (VC) as it waa called, was a high 

precision cylindrical drift chamber situated inside and concentric with the inner 

wall of the main drift chamber. The chamber had seven axial layers of drift 

cells grouped into two concentric hands and contained in a pressure vessel with 

an outer radius of Q.35 m and a length of 1.2 m. The first band conobted of 4 

layers of drift cells starting at a radius of 10,1 cm (relative to the beam line) and 

extending out to 12.G cm. The second band of 3 laycre extended from 30.4 to 

£2,0 cm m radius. The chamber hsd a total cS E23 rectangularly shaped drift 

cells (270 in the first hand, 555 in the Decond bar:"]. The vertex detector layout 

and wiring pattern are shown in fig. 5. In each ccli, sense -wire layers were 

s&parated from adjacent field wire layers by a distance of 4.2 mm. Sence wtrej 

vrere ceparated from adjacent field wires within a- kycr by 5.3 mm. The chamber 



Fit- 5: The Mark II vertex detector and its wiring pattern 
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had two extra field wire layers outside of the drift cell array. One shielded the 

array from the ground surface of the inner wall of the pressure vessel while the 

other acted on an electrical shield between the array and the outer can of the 

pressure vessel. The chamber WPB operated in a 50/50 mixture of argon and 

ethane at an absolute pressure of 15.50 ± 0,05 psi. 

In order to maximize the position resolution of the vertex detector, five con

ditions had to be met: First, the wires had to be precisely located. By visual 

inspection of each feedthxu and the use of highly accurate machining techniques, 

the chamber wires were located to an accuracy of 15 p. (rms) throughout the 

chamber. The position of each sense wire feedthru was measured during con

struction for use in the tracking algorithm during event reconstruction. Table 2 

lists the relevant parameters on wire spacing. 

Table 2. 

Placement of Sense Wires in Vertex Detector 

Layer Radius (cm) # of Sense Wire: 
toner Band 1 10.1223 60 

2 10.9658 65 
3 11.8093 70 
4 12.6528 75 

Outer Band 5 30.3668 180 
6 31.2103 i^S 
7 32.0538 190 

Secondly, high resolution electronics were used to read out the chamber signals. 

Once every eight hours, calibration pulses were fanned out to each sense wiie 

simultaneously (to within 350 pa) to ensure a common start time for all signal 

channels. The chamber pjhes were coupled to amplifier/discriminators via 50 ft 



coaxial cables with a fast emitter-follower serving as an impedance matcher A 

time-to-amplitude converter (TAC) measured the time between a discriminator 

pulse and a common stop pulse made with reference to the beam crossing signal. 

The TAC was read out with a dedicated microprocessor (BADC) which then sent 

data to the on-Hne computer. The time-measuring resolution for this system was 

better than 250 ps for all channels. 

The third requirement was to minimize the multiple Coulomb scattering by 

mlnbuizing the amount of material between the beam interaction point and the 

first position measurement. Thus, the section of beam pipe through the detector 

was formed of beryllium and also served as the inner wall of the vertex detector 

pressure vessel. The beryllium tube was 1.42 mm thick, 1.4 m long, and 15.6 cm 

in diameter. A 50 p thick titanium foil was inserted inside the beryllium tube 

to absorb synchrotron radiation which backscattered off masks located 3 m from 

the interaction point. The outside of the tube was wrapped with a 50 n thick 

mylar sheet and a 25 p thick aluminum foil which served as the ground shield 

for the chamber. 

The fourth condition was to operate the chamber at high gain. Fig. 6 shews 

the efficiency of the chamber as a function of voltage. The vertex detector wag 

operated at 2.25 kV. 

The stability of the drift velocity and calibration timing for the chamber were 

measured on-line by assuming a linear "space-time relation", i.e. an algorithm 

which related the 4 measured drift times of a track traversing the inner band of 

sense wire layers to: the slope and intercept of the particle's trajectory, the drift 

velocity, and the time corresponding to zero drift length. This linear relationship 

is accurate over about 80% of a cell in the VC. Fig, 7 depicts the parameters of 

the calculation. The space-time relation for the 4 individual l&yern is represented 
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*l *Z z 3 *4 

radius of Uyeri X1.X3.X3.X4 

distance to wire Ji&2&3>74 

m«a*ur*d U R W ti<t2>*3<t4 

F i j . T: Schematic for a charged track passing the first 4 layers of the vertex 

detector 

IS 

by tile 4 simultaneoub equations 

*i =Ayi + Bx, ± C + To A =l/drift velocity 

t-i =A\JI + Bzi ±C + T0 D .-alopo of track 
where * 

is =Ay 3 + Bx3 ± C + T0 C -intercept of track 

(•t =Ayt + Bxt ± C + Tb To =mcasured time of track at y = 0 

Fig. 8 Bhowo the distribution of these quantities for a typical data run of two 

'lours duration. 

The vertex detector's ability to measure the position of secondary vertices 

from short-lived particle decays depended critically on the precisian with which 

it allowed a track to be extrapolated to the vicinity of the beam interaction point. 

Theenor in such an extrapolation, the so-called "extrapolated-track resolution*1, 

can be written 

",it ~ "CH + aMC3 

where OCH la the measurement error of the chamber layers and OMCS is the 

error arising from multiple Coulomb scattering in the beam pipe, chamber gas 

and wires. The derivation of eups »°d oca is given in chapter 3. The result 

is that the chamber achieved an accuracy of about D5/i /layer so that o^ j j i ) = 

[(85)J -I- (SS/p(c7eV/c))9J in the x-y plane. The first term in brackets corresponds 

to OCB and the second to Oj^cS' Table 3 shows the amount and type of material 

along with the thickness in terms of radiation lengths for the various Mark H 

components. y 

http://X1.X3.X3.X4
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Fig. 8; Measurements of the slope, drift velocity, time 0 offset, and intercept 

for particle trajectories measured in a aingle run 

Table 3. 

MARK II DETEOTOE COMPONENTS 

(All dimensions in cm) 
Component Inner Radius 1 Length Thickness Radiation 

Lengths 
Beatnpipe 7.3 12D 0.162 o.ooe 
VCeas 7.8 120 27.1 0.002 
VG wires 9.3 120 0.017 0.001 
VC Shell 35.0 120 0.18 0.020 
Lexon 37.1 179 0.32 O.0O& 
DC gas 37.4 265 113.0 0.009 
Outer Can 1SD.3 265 0.64 0.071 
TOF 181.1 304 2.50 0.004 
Coil 159.0 412 14.0 1.400 
LA module 180.0 380 41.0 14 
Muon Steel 235 450 22.9 13.0 
Prop.Tubea Z69 450 2.6 0.04 
Muon Steel 282 450 22.9 13.0 

| Prop.Tubes 295 450 2.6 0.04 

2 i MAIN DBBT CSAMBEB 

The main drift chamber19 was composed of sixteen concentric cylindrical 

layers located between radii of 41 and 145 em relative to the beam line. Six of 

the sense layers were axial while the other 10 had a ±3° stereo pitch in order to 

provide longitudinal information ating the track trajectory. The chamber was 

housed in a single gas volume with an inner wall made of Lexan and an Muminum 

outer shell. The chamber covered the palar angle between 32° and 148° with tw 

azimuths! exceptants. During data-taking, the chamber operated with a 50/50 

argon-«thane gas mixture at a, field strength of 000 V/cm on the six innermost 

layers and a field strength of 500 V/cm on the outer 10 layers. The average 

spatial resolution of the chamhtr was ~ 200 I* /layer. This system along with 
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the VC provided the charged particle tracking essential to detecting charmed 

mesons and determining their lifetimes in this analysis. 

2.3 TIME-OP-FLIGHT SYSTEM 

Time-of-fiight measurements were made with a cylindrical system of 48 scin

tillation counters situated 1.51 m from the beam line. The scintillators covered 

the polar angle between 41° and 139° . They were viewed at each end by 2-inch 

photomultipHer tubes whose outputs provided both timing and pulse hei&ht in

formation. Signal pulse heights were used off-line to perform slewing corrections 

for each tube. The rms resolution on time-of-flight measurements for electrons 

from Bhabha events was 340 ps. The TOF system was not directly used In this 

analysis. 

2.4 MACHET Con* 

The vertex detector, main drift chamber, and time-of-flight system were im

mersed in a solenoids! magnetic field provided by an aluminum coil at a radius of 

1.6 m. The coil was composed of two water-cooled aluminum conductors which 

sandwiched a layer of insulating material. For the bulk of the data used here, only 

one coil was powered due to a break In the insulator. The coil provided a. field of 

2.3 JLG. It was monitored by a nuclear magnetic resonance (NMJt) probe located 

just outride the tracking chambers. Variations of the field strength throughout 

the tracking volume were mapped with a Hall probe before the chambers were 

Inserted into the coii wid found to be less than 2.5%. This map, when combined 

with the absolute field strength BS measured by the NMR probe, provided a pre

cise estimate of the field throughout the tracking volume so that the error in the 

measured track momenta due to the -uncertainty in the field was much smaller 
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than the intrinsic measurement errors in the tracking chambers. 

2.5 LIQUID ARGON CALORIMETER 

The liquid argon. (LA] calorimeter 3 0 - 3 1 consisted of 8 lead-liquid argon 

shower modules arranged tn an octagonal array just outside the magnet coil 

at an average radius of 1.07 m. Eighteen alternating layers of 2mm thick lead 

strips and plates with 3 mm gaps for liquid argon formed each module. The lead 

stacks constituted 14 radiation lengths of material for normally incident parti

cles. The eighteen layers were ganged together, as shown in fig. 9, to provide 

six samples in depth for a shower; three of the azimuthal angle, two of the polar 

angle, and one at 45° . The rma energy resolution of these counters for Bhabha 

event electrons is A E/E = \B%l\f&, In this analysis, the LA system was used 

for detection and energy measurements of neutral particles. 

2.6 MUON SYSTEM 

Four walla of four alternating layers of steel and proportional tubes formed 

the muon system*5 . These walls were placed above, below, and to either side 

of the tracking system and LA calorimeters at an average radius of 2.8 m. The 

modules of proportional tubes were made of extruded aluminum and contained 

eight triangularly shaped tubes running the full length of the steel used for hadxon 

absorption. Proportional tubes in the first layer of each wall measure the polar 

&-igle of a track while layers 2 through 4 measure the azimuth. The outermost 

layer of the system covered about 45% of Air. By combining measurements from 

this system with information from the tracking system, muons were identified 

with an efficiency of about 85% with a rejection rate for pions of 99% or more. 

The muon system was not used in this analysis. 



2.7 END CAP CALOKIMBTEBS 

Each end of the Mark II was covered by end cap caloiimeters composed of 

two layers of proportional chambers. Bach chamber was preceded by lead sheets 

2.3 radiation lengths thick. The end caps covered the polar angle between IB" -

40° and 140° - 165° . There was a break in the azimuthll coverage from 4.2 

to 5.2 radians for the insertion of a support stand fcr the magnet fiux return. 

The energy resolution of this system was a(E)/E ~ S0%/\/E for electromagnetic 

shoivsrs. Information from the end c*p calorimeters was not used in this analysis. 

2.3 SMALL ANGLE TAGCCTC SYSTEM 

The small-angle tagging system (SAT) detected charged particles emitted 

with polar angles between 21 and 82 mrad relative to the beam axis. The SAT 

counters consisted of 3 layers of planar drift chambers, 3 layers of scintillation 

counters which denned the acceptance for a SAT counter, and a lead scintillator 

shower counter. Each layer of the planar drift chambers had pairs of sense wires 

placed above an inductive delay line. This combination provided measurements 

of particle trajectories with an accuracy of about 300 fi in the coordinates per

pendicular to the beam. The lead scintillator shower counter had eighteen layers 

of j lead sheets interspersed with | plastic scintillator. This system served as 

an electromagnetic calorimeter with an energy resolution of ~ ih%l*/E (GeV). 

The acceptance counters on either side of the detector and the calorimeters were 

used to measure luminosity by "tagging" small angle collinear Bhabha events*3 . 

2.9 BEAM POSITION MONITOR 

Lifetime measurements at t' c~ storage rings depend critically on knowledge 

of the beam-beam interaction point or charge-weighted center of the beam rel

ative to the center of the detector. Two beam position monitors (BPM) were 
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installed on the Mark II at the san.e time as the vertex detector installation. One 

monitor sat 4.9 m ahead of the detector along the beam line while the other sat 

4.9 m behind the Mark II . Each position monitor was formed of 4 copper but

tons which protruded a small distance into the beam pipe; one on top, one on the 

bottom, and one on ;*i!her side of the pipe. Each beam bunch crossing induced 

voltages on the buttons, The vertical (horizontal) position oF the beam relative 

to the button*} was determined by measuring the ratio of induced voltages on the 

two buttons on the vertical (horizontal) axis. Since the radial component of the 

Mark II soIcno(daI field was quite email, the beam positions measured ahead and 

behind the detector were used to interpolate the beam position at the interaction 

point. 

The induced voltage pulses on the buttons were passed through 100 feet of 

RG223 cable into a device which stretched and shaped the pukes before sending 

them to an analog-to-digital converter (ADC), The outputs of the ADC for each 

of the eight buttons was scanned and recorded on magnetic tape once every four 

minutes. At each four-minute interval, 32 voltage measurements were made *V»r 

*«ch of the 3 PEP bunches. An offline program used these 32 values to p o> ice 

an average position for each of the 3 bunches. The average of the bunch positions 

ww then used as the beam position for that 4-minute interval. The accuracy of 

voltage measurements by the ADC and the stability of the gain in the system 

limited the position accuracy of the BPM to ~ 50 ^ . Since wc desired the beam 

position relative to the main drift chamber origin, the beam positions used in 

this analysis were determined by a method to be described in chapter 3. The 

beam position was found to be stable over the course of jcveral runs. Stability 

of the beam position within a run was checked by me?iiu<ng the rms spread of 

the BPM measurements. Rung which had an rms spread greater than 250j* in x 
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or 150/1 in y were eliminated from the data, sample. 

2.io EVENT TRIRGEP, 

The Mark II operated with a two-level trigfler system* 4 - 3 5 designed to mini

mize the deadtime of the detector while maximizing the probability for detection 

of events of interest. The first level, or primary, trigger w a f l glared to decision

making on the time scale of 2.4 fieet, the repetition rate for beam collisions at 

PEP. The primary trigger required either a charged primary, neutral primary, or 

SAT trigger in coincidence with a beam crossing signal (BX) from PEP. The BX 

signal came from a beam pickup electrode situated inside the beam pipe a small 

distance away from the beam interaction point. A charged primary trigger was 

generated whenever 9 of 21 layers of the vertex detector *- main drift chamber 

system recorded hits which were in a pattern which was designed to minimize 

the number of false tracks from stray hits in the drift chambers while maximizing 

the efficiency for true charged tracks. The pattern was: 

at least 2 out of 4 inner VC layers 

at least 1 out of 3 outer VC layers 

at least 2 out of 4 from DC layers 1-4 

at least 1 out of 3 from DC layers 5-7 

at least 1 out of 3 from DC layers 8,10,11 

at least 2 out uf 4 from DC layers 12-16. 

In addition, at least one TOF counter latch was required to be in coincidence 

with the drift chamber hits. The neutral energy trigger required a minimum 

amount of pulse height be found in 2 or more of the 8 LA modules or both of the 

endcap calorimeters, white the SAT trigger required hits in the drift chambers 

and shower counters of the SAT system that signalled a small-angle, back-to-back 
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Bhabha event. 

The secondary trigger used a hardware track finding processor to determine 

whether the pattern of VC-DC hits constituted a suitable track. This processor 

made a rough, measurement of the track curvattit^. This gams, an. «stAnva.te o? Vne 

track momentum and allowed a check to see which of the latched TOF counters, 

if any, could be associated with the track. For charged primary triggers, the 

secondary trigger demanded that at least 2 tracks with momenta > 100 — 200 

MeV/c be found within the central 70% of the eolid angle covered by the detector 

before writing the event out to tape. For neutral primary triggers, the secondary 

trigger required 1 GeV or more of energy be deposited in at least 2 of the LA 

modules or > 3 GeV in the end caps. SAT primary triggers were presented by a 

large factor (usually a factor of 16) before being written to tape. 

2 . i i EVENT RECONSTRUCTION AND PARTICLE TRACKING 

The offline charged particle tracking routines reconstructed the 3-dimensional 

orbits of tracks from, the measured drift times of hit wires in the VC - DC 

tracking chambers and first approximations to the position, momentum, polar 

and azimuthal angles [0 and #), and the distance of closest approach to the origin 

of the otbit. An additional parameter was included to allow for a kink in the 

track due to multiple Coulomb scattering in the outer wall of the vertex detector. 

A pattern-recognition program associated hit drift wires which might belong to 

a single track and made a first attempt at resolving left-right ambiguities. The 

distances of closest approach (DCA's) of the track to the hit chamber wires 

associated with it were calculated using the orbit parameters and known positions 

of the chamber wires. A chi-square was formed from the calculated DCA'a and 

the DCA'fl derived from the measured drift times. A minimization procedure 

then iterated the orbit parameters until their optimal values were determined. 
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This system reconstructed tracks with an efficiency of 99.6% over 70% of the 

total solid angle. For a 2.3 kG magnetic field, the momentum resolution was 

found to be 

ov)v = >/(.<B5)* + {.010p)» 

for tracks which were not constrained to pass through the beam interaction point. 

The errors in 4- for high-momentum tracks are shown in fig. 10. The mean value 

is < o<f> > = -5mr. The momentum resolution could be Improved by -* 15S5 by 

constraining tracks to pass through the beam spot. 

The above procedure possessed the optimal track-findmg efficiency and mo

mentum resolution for charged tracks. It did not provide the optimal track 

parameters for lifetime measurements, however, since the vertex detector was 

simply treated as a high-resolution extension of the mair; drift chamber. This 

allowed the imperfections of the main drift chamber to adversely affect the track 

fit. Although these imperfections were irrelevant to track fits extrapolated to the 

vicinity of the origin with an error of -»500 ft , they could be quite significant 

with the inclusion of the vertex detector. Thus, after the track-finding algorithm 

was applied and an appropriate lifetime aample of events selected, tracks iden

tified as coming from interesting decays were refit by allowing a separate track 

fit in the vertex detector and main drift chamber. These fits were allowed to be 

discontinuous by as much as 0.3 mUliradiatfs in <$> and 200 p. in the x-y plane. The 

advantage of this algorithm is that the vertex detector, with its much greater res

olution and smaller oyetematic foiblea, was primarily responsible for determining 

the 4 ^nd x-y position of the track while optimal use was made of the improved 

curvature information provided by the vertex detector - main drift chamber fit. 

Fig. 11 shows a plot of the separation distance of Bhabha event tracks fit with 

and without the separate fit tracking algorithm. There b little improvement in 
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the resolution, but a noticeable improvement in the offset from 0 is evident. 

2.12 MONTE C A R L ^ EMULATION 

Event simulation for the Mark II detector is donu by Monte Carlo routines 

which generate the raw data corresponding to the linal state particles of events 

which r.an be Been at PEP energies. The final statu particles are assigned mo

menta, masses, and charge according to the known or assumed physics properties 

of the initial state reactions that produces them. The frequency and phase space 

distribution of these particles correspond to the measured (where measurements 

existed) or assumed difft -ential cross sections char act eristic of the type of event 

being simulated. For hadronie event simulations., the initial quark-anti-quark 

state is generated using a program QCDJET which includes QCD contributions 

up to third order in the coupling constant, ar8. The qucrk, anti-quark, and any 

radiated gluons are converted into jets of mesons and baryons according to a 

Field-reynm?Ji fragmentation scheme. In this scheme, an initial quark is com

bined with an anti-quarJi pulled from a quark-aiiti-qtiark pair produced from the 

"vacuum. The combination becomes a conventional meso.i or baryon with a total 

momentum chosen on the basis of a given functional form (he. a fragmentation 

function). The leftover quark is then combined with a partner from another 

quark-anti-quark pair from the vacuum. The process is continued until there is 

insufficient energy left to form another particle. The probability for producing a 

u— tZ,d—d,or & — s pair from the vacuum is a parameter of the model which is set 

by the experimenter. The ratio of vector to scalar mesons produced, the mean 

transverse momentum (relative to the jet axis), and the fragmentation function 

are also model parameters. These parameters have been adjusted to give the 

best represent at ion of PEP hadronic events. 

After its production, each particle is projected through the various detector 
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elements and allowed to decay according to its known branching ratios, lifetr je, 

and spin- Multiple Coulomb scattering, nuclear interactionsy and particle mo

menta and charges are taken into account in calculating the particle trajectories. 

As a particle traverses a simulated, detracting element such as a drift chamber wire 

or TOF scintillator, a hit is registered or not registered according to a Gaussian 

distribution representing the efficiency of the detector element as a function of 

distance from the partieje track- The drift times generated by a hit are smeared 

to simulate the measured resolution in the vertex chamber and DC. The EOS 

shower code 2 6 is used to simulate electromagnetic showers in the LA calorime

ters. The energy deposited as ? function of depth in the LA modules is used to 

simulate measured pulse heights in the LA system. The raw data generated by 

the detector simulation routines arc processed in the same fashion as the real 

data by the assorted subsystem tracking codes. Produced momenta and energies 

have been checked to ensure that they agree with the resolution observed in real 

data processing. 



3 . Tools for Malting Lifetime Measurements 

Before defining an .Jgorithm for measuring short lifetimes, we must create 

tools which will provide crucial information about the decays of interest. For 

ercample, in order to derive a. decay length for a particular event, we must know 

the position of the decay atd the origin of the event. In this study, the decay 

position is Bimply the vertex position of the decay tracks of a charmed meson. 

We will approximate the origin of the event as being the charge-weighted center 

of the beam (henceforth called the beam position). Since this is a statistical 

measurement, the errors on these quantities are also an essential part of the 

procedure. This chapter will discuss the "tools of the trade*' which enable us 

to derive information on the beam position, decay vertex, measurement errors, 

etc. It will also present e-idence for the integrity of the vertex chamber as a 

measuring device. Such integrity is essential to a thorough understanding of the 

systematic errors on the final answer for the Z>° and D+ lifetimes. 

3.1 RESOLUTION OF VEHTGX CHAMBER TRACKING 

The resolution of continuous tracking devices such as bubble chambers and 

emulsions is limited only by the size of the track a charged particle makes in such 

a device. However, for devices such as drift chambers, which track a particle's 

trajectory by measuring its position at discrete intervals, the resolution is limited 

t / both the intrinsic accuracy of the position measurements [typically a factor of 

2 or more greater than that of emulsions or bubble chambers) and the proximity 

of the first measurement point to the origin of the track- To see this, consider 

the problem depicted in fig. 12 in which we wish tc find the best estimate of the 

extrapolated track position near the origin and the error on that estimate. It 

is assumed that the track position has been measured only in the x-y plane at 
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N discrete intervals, i<, with, an error of Ct on each measurement, If we assume 

that the particle trajectory is a straight line, then it is simple to perform a linear 

least-square fit to the function y = a + bx co derive the heat estimates of the 

slope b and intercept a. These, in turn, will give UB the heat estimate of y for 

x= 0. The solution is as follows: define the chi-aquare function 

x<=E($r=n^-°-^]-
The best estimates of a and b are those which minimize the j ^ 2 . Thus, set 

| x J = - 2 ( | [ i ( y i - O - b x , ) I - 0 

and 

After florae rearrangement^ we have a. pair of simultaneous equations. 

The solution is 

• = AC& % s£, *, - s&, J* r£, *f) 
(> = i ( z £ , ^ E L *ff - E £ , *i E£, «i) 

where 

Prom ref.j27] we find that defining a covariance matrix a^j as 
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where /^fa:) = I and fo[z) - x, allows us to express the variance on an extrapo

lated value of y at point x as, 

fifzsJy=<I>o-A(*i/,,-(»0 
if 

Thus, the contribution to the extrapolated track resolution from measurement 

error for a act of cylindrical drift chambers with radii xi,X2,...,XH is 

"CH = 

for the value of y at x= 0. 

The error contribution from multiple Coulomb scattering depends on the 

deflection angle imparted to a track doe to a scatter and the lever arm provided 

by the distance from the scatter to the next measurement point (see fig. 13). 

If we define d&7 as the differential mean square deflection angle for a Coulomb 

scatter in the material between r and r + dr (note that we are working only in 

the x-y plane here), than 

*i,c$=/" ,»«*• + J: _i_/-v. - w-
We now act 

where p iB the track momentum in units of GeV/c and Xo & the radiation length 

of the scattering material at radius r. 

For the Mark II vertex detector, the critical parameters are given in tabled 2 

and 3 in chapter 2. Using these values and the formulae shown, above, 

o*MCS=95jiMGeV/c). 
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The experimental verification of the intrinsic measurement accuracy of the 

VC can be seen in fig. 14. It is a plot of the separation distance (in the vicinity of 

the beam position) between Bhabha tracka. Since these tracks were required to 

have momenta greater than 12 GeV/c, multiple Coulomb scattering provides only 

a small source of error on the extrapolated track position. Thus, if the overall 

operation of the chamber is understood, then the mean of this plot should be 

close to zero and have a width given by ^/2-Gcif- The mean of fig. 14 was found 

to be -3/i. The width is 124±3ji, which corresponds to an intrinsic extrapolation 

error of 88p. 

It should be noted that the plot represents data only from the sections of the 

chamber which excluded the 12B section. 12B is that section of the inner layers 

of the chambt~ between 72 and 144° . This section of the chamber was operated 

at about 200 V below the nominal 2.25 kV of the rest of the chamber because 

of "glow" problems which caused excessive current draw at higher voltages. The 

lower voltage produced les3 gain and therefore reduced resolution in this section. 

The resolution as measured by the tracking residuals was found to be *- 150p for 

12B for most of the data aample. 

3.2 BEAM POSITION DETERMINATION 

We will use the beam position as a constraint on the origin of our charmed 

mesons. Although a better estimate of the event origin could, in principle, be 

gotten, from the event tracks which accompany the V° or D+ decay Cracks, such 

an event origin could be biased by the fact that there must be one other charm 

dticay in the event-. Since that decay ia also he expected to have a finite lifetime, 

the accuracy of the vertex position would be difficult to estimate without making 

a priori assumptions about the charm lifetime. For this reason it was decided 

that the beam position would be a better origin in terms of understanding the 
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systematic error on the measurement. 

In principle, the beam position monitor or B P M could provide the most ac

curate est imaia of the beam interaction point, since its resolution was far smaller 

than the intrinsic error in the lifetime measurement for an individual event. The 

BPM, however, was susceptible to both sudden and iong term, gain changes so 

that it alone could not be used as an absolute s tandard. Thus , ORCALC, a 

program for determining the optimal average beam position for a d a t a run from 

event tracks was developed. The mean beam position from the B F M measure

ments made within a run was then fixed to the ORGALC position. This allowed 

the use of the B P M measurements taken every four minutes during a run to be 

used as offsets to the average beam position. In this way, small beam position 

changes which occurred on short tune scales cnuld be accounted foe properly. 

ORCALC finds the mean beam position in the x-y plane (transverse to the 

beam line) by determining the point which minimizes a chi-squ&re formed from 

the projected impact parameters with their errors, for a large number of tracks. 

As depicted in fig. 15. wc define the impact parameter, e\ in terms of t he x,y val

ues, *DCAI ypCA of the distance of closest approach relative to the drift chamber 

origin, the azimuth angle, 4>, of the track, and the unknown beam positions XJJ, 

y B as 

6=[ys + XJJCA ~ V£>CA)coa,t> ~ X£*in$-

with error 

Then, for N tracks, we define the chi-aquare 

N 

«•=?© 

? ! M ' ' P " | 
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Fig. IS: Relation between the impact parameter, 6 and the x,y position of the 

trick at iU 50'mt of closest approach to the oiijin 
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We now solve for the values which minimize the x 3 hy getting the values of x#, 

y# for which 

£*i = £*! = o. 
Sin flys 

The solution is given by the expression, 
[EC ~ AF) (E + BxB) 

* B = (A>-Bcy VB = — A — 
where 

N N 
A = £ | ( I I <r8,)oin^co3^,| 

* = E|(IK>^| .=1 i=\ 

c=Ei(n4W*«l 
i=l J=l 

•E = £ | ( I I °S") (vi DCA - *i o<7xtan*i)sin#icos^j| 

W W 
F = Z ) | ( I I <$) (»i CCM - ** Dcxtan&)coss<fc| 

i '=i j ' = i 

with an = 1 and <7(J = ^(c,- .sintf,)' + (a,- „coa&)J + o-J D C M for i f j . 

3.3 IMPACT PARAMETER CHECK 

The distribution of impact parameters provides a final check on the integrity 

of the chamber and the accuracy of the beam position determination. In fig. 16 

we see the final result. The plot was made using tracks from Bhabha events. The 

impact parameter for each track was put into one of 60 bins in phi corresponding 

to the phi angle of the track. After sufficient statistics had been gathered, the 

mean impact parameter and its error was found for each bin. The means and 

errors are plotted in fig. 16. We note immediately the phi symmetry of the 

chamber. No systematic shift of > 20u in impact parameters occurs 
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at any phi value. The asymmetry in the errors as a function of 4> reflects the 

asymmetry in the beam dimensions in x and y as discussed below. This is rather 

important for lifetime measurements in cylindrical drift chambers since it is easy 

to show that some systematic effects which might pull lifetimes tend to cancel 

if the chamber is phi symmetric. Thus, many small systematic effects tend to 

cancel. The data in fig. 16 has been fit to a roughly sinusoidal distribution which 

is parametrized hy systematic onsets in x and y. The solid curve in flg. 16 shows 

the result. A small systematic shift of about 10/1 is observed in X and y. This 

is presumed to come about largely because of the I2B section of the chamber. 

The effects of low-voltage in this section have been largely corrected for, but a 

small systematic shift is still evident. It will be evident from the discussion of 

the D° and D+ vertex errors in chapter 5 that such small shifts are negligible in 

evaluating the lifetimes. Since most of the tracks we will deal with for the tP and 

D+ mesons are at t, relatively lower momentum, this impact parameter check has 

also been done for tracks from hadronic events. We observe very similar results. 

3.4 DETERMINATION OF TEE BEAU SIZE 

Once the beam position has been determined for a large number of runs, then 

one can also measure the size of the beam envelope. By design, the beam bunches 

at PEP are thin ribbons roughly 500/1 across in the horizontal direction, x, and 

40-60 ft across in the y, or vertical direction. Since the beam spread contributes 

to the error on the extrapolated track position illative to the beam position, it 

is possible to use tracks from events to get an accniate estimate of the actual 

beam size. For example, the error on the impact parameter of a charged track 

relative to the beam center is 

"t = \JoUt + o%jto?4 + o|,e(B3cS. 

file:///JoUt
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where atxt is the extrapolated track error described in section 3.1 and osxi^By 

axe the horizontal and vertical beam dimensions. Assuming that a^t la calcinated 

correctly, we have estimated OBI and aBv by examining the impact parameter 

distribution for Bhabha event tracks which are within 100 mr cf the y axis and 

x axis, respectively. Fig. 17a and b show the distribution of impact parameters 

divided by estimated errors for these vertical and horizontal tracks. The distri

butions are best fit by Gaussians of unit width for oBs = 65/i and &BV = 480/i, 

respectively. The error on the beam size determination from this method is about 

lOu . It should be noted that the distribution? have essentially no non-Gaussian 

tails. Since the beam position is determined once per run, this proves that the 

hcem positions are stable at least to the order of the beam widths observed over 

the course of most runs. 

3 , 6 VERTEX RECOPSTttUCTiarf 

We want to estimate the position of the decay vertex of a charmed meson in 

order to calculate its proper decay time. Thus, we must hnd an algorithm which 

produces the most probable estimate of that vertex position from the information 

provided by the decay tracks of the meson. We begin a description of such an 

algorithm with a short synopsis of the charged track information available i.^m 

the Mark II tracking software. 

A charged track that traversed the tracking chambers followed a helical path 

which la parametrized by 6 variables: the azimuth angle, <£, the reciprocal of the 

momentum transverse to the beam line, rc = =j5jx» (where A. = 90° minus the 

polar angle, 0), tan A, and the x [horizontal], y (vertical), and z (electron beam 

direction) position of a point on the track. These quantities are usually evaluated 

at a point close to the beam interaction point. It can easily be shown that only 5 

of these quantities are Independent since the orbit defines a continuum of points 
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in one dimension. Thus, the track position is represented by two quantities, £ 

and tj, with r) measured along the magnetic field direction, A, and £ along a 

direction defined by the tangent to the track orbit, t, and h as 

| t x A | 

The co-.xdinates fc\»j are measured from the track position determined in the 

single track fit. Their errors and the errors on $, ic, A go into the 5 x 5 track error 

matrix obtained in that fit. Thus, for the nominal single track fit, £ s= TJ = 0 

with uncertainties given in the error matrix. When a track fe fit into a vertex, £ 

and tj become non-zero to the extent that the track ia displaced parallel to itself 

in order to pass through th.-t vertex. 

We will later find it convenient to define one other vector which U not a unit 

vector, namely 

_ i - « - * ) » " 
The vector I" has a simple geometrical significance. If a track goes through a 

point ro and one wants to displace it until it passes through a different point ry, 

the displacement along r) is given by 

AF| = (rV - rb) • t. 

Therefore, if we wish to find a common vertex for N tracks, we need for each 

track, measurements of ita 5 parameters which we define as a\ , 03 \a^ ,0} , 

and a j ' for k = 1,2 N. The vertex reconstruction procedure then finds the 

most likely x, y, z vertex position which ia common to all N tracks and the 

corresponding •£''',«'*'• and tanA' 1 ' values at the vertex position for each of the 

N tracks. The aingle track fitting algorithm described in section 2.11 calculates 

the °Y_^6' values lot each track along with their errors. The squares of the 
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errors on each otj are then assembled into an error matrix by the tracking 

routine. We make use of the inverse of these error matrices which we call H<*>. 

If we define the new value3 of the orbit parameters to be Aj, for tracks going 

through the vertex point, then we can form & x 2 from the new and old values as 

n=i ij-i 

The vertex reconstruction routine seeks optimal values of orbit parameters evalu

ated at the vertex position, referred to here as/j[*' = ^{f'./jj*'= ( j ^ l ) ,03^ = 

,and Z1-3 — xtytz of the vertex. Therefore, we need to solve equations 

given by 

and similarly for ^ ^ . The detailed solution to the above equations is given 

in the appendix. For the moment, we simply nay that the procedure starts 

with the a ingle-track fit information and an initial guess of the vertex position 

^vcht/Vo.^VO- It is assumed that the track paiameters and track error matrices 

are determined near the vertex point. We then calculate the displacement of each 

track from ita starting point, XQ ,yj \ 4 »tosvo»Woi*Vo along the axes | a n d 

3 as defined above. The first estimates of the A\ parameters are therefore 



where rj ig the vector from the oritji to the tract's point of closest approach 

to the origin. The solution of the x1 minimization equations yields a set of 

corrections W, ( j , i 3 to the <#\#\ and tanAJ,*' values of each track k and a 

new estimate of the vertex position (:r.v,«V,ey). These values art then vised \o 

calculate a new set of orbit parameters A\Jlfi and the entire process is repeated 

until the 60 corrections are very email. The final values of ly . j^.and zv and 

the error matrix for the vertex fit are used in the lifetime algorithm as described 

in chapter 4. 
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4. Method for Measuring Lifetimes 

The basic procedure for estimating the lifetime of charmed meson decays ia 

as follows: first, we must isolate a clean sample of D° or D* mesons, The.il, 

using the information from their decay tracts, we estimate the position of the 

decay vertex. This position plus the known beam position allows us to estimate 

the decay length and decay length error for each D° or JD+ . Information from 

the decay tracks also allows us to calculate the EP OT D+ momentum and, from 

that, the proper decay time of the meson. The algorithm used was designed with 

three assumptions in mind. 

1. The production point was close to the beam interaction point. 

2. The direction of the D is known perfectly. 

3. The errors in the estimated vertex and beam position are Gaussian in 

nature. 

Assumption 1 is based on the physics of the reactions we will study. We assume 

simply that the D" and D+ mesons in this analysis are produced in the vicinity 

of the beam spot. Assumption 2 is an approximation baaed on the fact that the 

error on the estimated decay distance due to errors on the D direction determi

nation is small in comparison to the error due to the vertexing procedure. The 

small angular error on the charged track direction makes this obvious. Assump

tion 3 can be verified directly as shown in the previous chapter. We now show, 

in detail, how the information derived from the algorithms in chapter 3 are used 

in the lifetime calculation. 

http://The.il
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4.1 LIFETIME CALCULATION 

Since the resolution in the x-y plane was more than an order of magnitude 

better than the resolution along the beam direction (remember that the VC 

delivered only x-y information), only the x-y projection of the D decay lengths 

were measured. The full 3-dimenBional length was then calculated using the 

measured angle between the beam line and the D flight direction. The most 

probable projected decay length for a given vertex is derived by considering the 

problem depicted in fig. 18 which has the beam interaction point aa its origin. 

a®z and o°v are simply the x and y beam spreads squared. The error ellipse and 

beam spread are represented mathematically by the error matrices 

/ OVx* OVzy \ y (0Bst t*BxV \ 
ev = j J and &B = J -

It is assumed that the beam widths in x and y are independent of each other 

BO that OBxjr — aBvx " 0* The beam spreads were determined by the studies 

described in chapter 3. The values for the vertex error matrix are derivsd from 

the vertex reconstruction algorithm as described in the previous chapter. 

To find the most probable estimate for the projected decay length. l't we fol

low a method found by Craig Blocker and note thot the probability of measurLng 

the vertex position xy-, W given the error matrices ay and OQ can be defined as 

^rloVvsrta - 2 V ) 2 + (TV„(sfo - wf 

-2°V2s,(zo-zv)(s!o -yvl l j 

where x?,yf is the actual production point of the D, ay = avZJayv]l - aVlJ (and 

similarly for ofa)t and ( is the unit vector in the direction of the D momentum. 
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Fig. 18: Calculation of most probable decay length for an event 
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We now refer to fig. 18 to see that x 0 = xp + l!tx and ya = yp + £'t, where t t l t v 

are the 2-dimenaional direction cosines of /, We use these relatir ns to express our 

probability function, P, as 

~r[ovvv(«s + xp- zv? + °Vti(Ut + yp- w)!~ 

2av2,{lts + xp - xy){H, + yp- yv)] J. 

The most probable value for t' is the one for which | £ = 0. Since z,, j / p and c* 

are all unknown, w o n e e a the simultaneous solution of the 3 equations 

3xp 3yf dV 

After much algebra, the Bolution for I1 is found to be 

j _ xyBriztz + VyBTyyt, + PTzt(xyty + yyiz) 

where the matrix B? in the inverse d" the sum of the error matrices 03 and ay. 

The error on £' ia given by 

The full decay length is < = P/sinOn «^here tfc ia the polar angle of the D flight 

path. 

This method also allows us to find an expression for the most likely produc

tion point, zp,yp. With the solution for t in hand, we find that 

"flKofiOy*, ~ °Vra(gy-gg« + OVZZOB))^ - xy) 
" {PvOBty + <>BaVyv){<>v<'BIz + <TVZZ«B) ~ (^"yzsY 

_ (oViifOViigfl - "Vzy[py "B11 + PVngf l ) ) (^v - W)\ 
[Oy^Bss + "B<7^Vt)icVaBzz + "VXTVB) ~ (oj(OV«»)8 

_ gB°Vlll(<tl ~ Sy) + gBOV.ylf - VBBVzzjtty - w) 
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with errors 

Values of £ and <7> were determined for each event. These decay lengths were 

converted to proper decay times via the formula 

r = i.J70c. 

The mean lifetime and Us error was derived from the sample of decay times. 

A.l FJTTIHG FUNCTION 

A maximum likelihood technique was used to extract the best estimate of 

the mean lifetime, tnt from the proper decay time sample. The logarithm of the 

likelihood function has the form 

ln£ = £ l n [ ( l - B„ - BB)Fi[t) + BBB((t) + BBGi{t)} 

where BR and BB B K the background fractions of light-quark ha/lrona and D 

mesons from B hadron decaya, respectively, "which made »t into the D lifetime 

sample. N is the number of events in the sample, and 

Fi(t) = Lifetime distribution of D's convoluted with a Gaussian resolution 

function 

Hi(t) = Lifetime distribution of light-quark hadronic background 

Of[t) = Lifetime distribution for B—• D background convoluted with a Gaus

sian resolution function 
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Fj(t) was defined for each event by convoluting an exponential decay distribution 

for the lifetime with a Gaussian resolution function whose width is equal to the 

calculated error on the measurement. Thus, for each measurement 

Gatmlan raiolation up* <J«ay 

Therefore, 

TX> = mean lifetime of D 

. <ft = error on measurement of I 

1 r< 

i r i£-&i 

7 e 'odi 

2TDV \ VVSTJJ ~ yJiatJ/l 

A Gaussian distribution with a small mean was assumed for the lifetime distribu

tion of the light-quark background. The measured mean from a control sample 

(see fig. 39) with 0 lifetime was used as the offset from 0 lifetime. Hence, 

where TJI la 0,4 X 1 0 _ I a see. Finally, we express Gj[t) as 

D(() is the lifetime distribution of D mesons from the decay chain B-» tfi at D+. 

It hon the form 

_A. -iizH 
t • e r 0 fi r*> 

•"(<) = / <** where TB = mean lifetime of B hndrooD Ja n TD 

This simplifies the expression for G (̂*) to 

G,(*) = / /" } ^ \ k-4 - ,-*]* 
VSrir,(rB - r D ) « I J 

= -r-J—A'(^) V - «*(-P- - TMI-
2(Tfl-rD)l L VV2rB -/2a, J i 
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5. Charmed Hadron Identification 

In Order to minimize the systematic errors on a lifetime measurement, we 

must find on event sample which is highly-enriched in the decays which we wiBh to 

study. Separating charm events from the light-quark hadronic background avail

able at PEP energies is complicated by the fact that the charm quark, although 

it is much heavier than the u,d, or B quarks, k not sufficiently massive enough to 

allow efficient selection of a highly charm-enriched sample on the basis of strictly 

dynamical studies. For example, it is possible to eelect a charm-enriched sample 

by cutting on the total momentum and transverse momentum (relative to the jet 

ads) of leptons found in hadronic events'8 . The enrichment for charm, however, 

is only about 45% at best. This is not much larger than the =: 30% enrichment 

in a general Eadrorjic sample which comes about simply because, in the QED 

model of quark production, the +§ charge of the charm quark demands that 

it contribute j ^ of the total hadronic cross section at PEP energies. The mass 

resolution of the Mark H detector for reconstruction of iJ° and D + mesons was 

not sufficient to take advantage of such a small enrichment factor. 

We can take advantage of one prime source of Ef and D + mesons. For 

example, clean samples of J3° and D+ mesoru can be obtained by observing the 

decay reactions 

U J T JT+ or K'W+JT0 U K~x+x+ 

where tho D'+ la the excited state of the D* . No»e from table 1 that the 

D'+ - LP and D'+ - D+ mats difference is just a few MeVjc1 greater than 

t ie *+ or *° mass, respectively. This means that the relative decay angle and 

momenta, in the iab frame, of the D and the bachelor pion are very restricted. 
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These tight kinem&tical bounds make it easy to identify the decay reactions with 

very little background if the detector's momentum and angular resolution on 

the low momentum n* and ir° are sufficiently high. Ref.[29] details the first 

observation of the D'+ meson at PEP energies. The methods for identifying the 

D~+ in the analysis presented here are quite similar to that of ref.|29). Several 

important differences arise due to the necessities of lifetime measurements. These 

are explained below. 

The basic philosophy for- Identifying a lifetime sample is as follows: a first 

stage of cuts is made to isolate a reasonably clean sample of events in which these 

decayB have occurred. A Becond Btage of cuts is then made to eliminate events in 

which it was likely that the D decay tracks have scattered or been mismeasured. 

Special care is taken at this stage to minimize any possible biases against bag or 

short lifetimes. We begin the description of the event selection with a discussion 

of the D'+ -» D°ir+ decay. 

S. I D° -* Kit EVEKT SELECHOH 

The first stage of cuts chose D** candidates from a sample of 60,000 hadrouic 

events gathered from 207 pb~ l of data. Hadronlc events are denned as having 

7 or more charged tracks, a total energy (charged + neutral) greater than 25% 

of the beam energy and an event vertex which is within 5 em radius (in the x-y 

plane) of the beam interaction point and 10 cm of that point in the longitudinal 

direction, s. As noted in chtpter 1, the estimated decay length for D° mesons 

is < 1 nun, so that this cut is not considered a possible lifetime bias. Finally, 

any event which has a photos with energy between, 7 and 20 GeV 1B considered 

to be a gamma-gamma event (where one gamma had converted] and is therefore 

rejected. 
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Invariant mass values arc calculated for all 2-track combinations in these 

events, assuming one track is a kaon and one is a pion. Information from the 

TOF system could provide kaon, pion identification for tracks with momenta 

less than 1.0 GeV/c, but, in order to maximize efficiency, no attempt at particle 

identification, is made. Instead, ail tracks arc tried as both kaons and pions. The 

momenta, of the tracks are corrected for dE/dx Loaaea which the charged tracks 

suffered in going through the 1,5% of a radiation length of material between 

the interaction point and the main drift chamber. Fig, 19 shows the invariant 

mass distribution for all assumed Kw combinations. Since there is no obvious 

peak at the J?° mass, all combinations with invariant mass between 1.72 and 

2.00 GeV/c 2 are taken as Da candidates. ThiB range of 28 MeV/c 2 was chosen 

on the basis of Monte Carlo studies to be fully efficient and sufficiently far above 

the S* resonance30 . The kinematic fitting routine, SQUAW, is used to vary 

the parameters pf these tracks in order to satisfy a constraint to the D° mass 

while minimizing a chisquare formed from the amount of the variations and the 

track error matrices. These tracks are then combined with other appropriately 

charged tracks (-jr+ for a negative kaon, n~ for a positive kaon} in the event 

to form Jfffjr combinations. Fig. 20 shows the distribution of A.Mxtt~na > t n e 

difference between the invariant mass of the KTTTT combinations and the D° mass. 

A clear peak exists for events in which zr the energy of the Kirn system divided 

by the beam energy is greater than Q.o\ Events which have a Kiw combination 

with z> 0.6, mass difference < 200 McV/c a , and xl /dof less than 10 for 

the kinematic fit to the D° mass are retracted using the procedure described in 

section 2.11, then advanced to the second stage of cuts. 

All the JfffTr prongs are subjected to the second stage of cuts to ensure 

that the information provided by them is accurate. These quality cuts begin by 
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Fig, 19: Invariant mass distribution for all possible Kir combinations 
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demanding that each of these tracks h£.ve 

• 10 or more hita in the VC-DC tracking chambers 

• the x' per degree of freedom or "goodness of fit* of the track to the raw 

drift times of its hits must be less than 7 

• all tracks except the bachelor pion must have a momentum greater than 

0.5 GeV/c. The bachelor pion must have a momentum greater than 0.3 

GeV/c 

• each track must have 2 or more hits in the inner band of the VC and at 

least one hit in the outer band 

• the x2 per degree of freedom of the track fit in the VC alone must be less 

than 5 

• each t>'+ decay track must be more than | of a wire spacing from any 

other track at each layer of the VC in order to prevent misalignment of 

a drift time to the wrong track 

In addition, any VC hit on the decay tracks which contributes more than 3/dof 

to the VC track fit x s is eliminated. The track is then refit and passed through 

the above cuts again- A maximum of three VC hits are allowed to be removed 

in this way. 

The K and n from the D" decay are fit to a common vertex using the algo

rithm described in section 3.5. All track errors from the VC are boosted by 10% 

before the vertex fit. To see why this must be done, we refer to fig. 21. Fig- 21a 

shows the X s /dot for single track fits for tracks in a X3' + sample which have all 

T VC dazmss. The solid curve shows the expected shape of this distribution, a 

X 3 distribution for 5 degrees of freedom. The date is noticeably wider than the 
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theoretical curve. The most likely reason is due to the fact that the errors used 

in the VC tracking were derived from Bhabha-type events with low multiplicity 

and high momentum. The tracking environment in the middle of an hadronic jet 

was thus quite a bit different than that used in determining these errors. The 

higher track density in hadxonic events presumably causes more confusion in the 

assignment cf hits to the proper tracks, and, therefore, greater tracking errors. 

The requirement that tracks not overlap has little effect in correcting the prob

lem. Fig. 21b shows the single track lit x ! after boosting the VC tracking errors 

by 10%. The agreement with the theoretical prediction is now much better. 

Immediately after the vertex fit, the vertex errors are boosted by &%. The 

reasons for this will he explained In chapter 6 which deals with systematic errors. 

The x J/dof of the 2-paiticlc vertex is required to be less than 5. The distribution 

of vertex X s is shown in Eg. 22. 

We also require that the Z>° flight trajectory be consistent with the hypothesis 

that it originated in the vicinity of the beam interaction spot. The D° flight 

trajectory is defined to be the line which is parallel to the D° momentum and 

which is used to determine the optimal decay length. It wa» demanded that 

the distance of closest approach of this trajectory to the beam interaction point 

be less than 3 standard deviations in the transverse error on the trajectory. 

The transverse error includes contributions from the 2-particle vertex position 

error and the beam spread. The transverse error contribution coming from the 

uncertainty in the i?° momentum direction is quite small in comparison to the 

contribution from the vertex and beam errors. 

We should now recall that the angle of the bachelor pion relative to the 

If flight path is of crucial importance In determining the mass difference, 

AMB,„_ff> . It is possible to discriminate against events in which the low 
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momentum bachelor pion has scattered ar been raismeasured, by performing a 

vertex fit of this track and the virtual D° track using the Z>° production point 

as a constraint. The transverse errors on the D° trajectory and the bachelor 

pion are shown in Hg. 23. We required the x2 of the vertex fit to be less 

than 5 per degree of freedom. This procedure not only cuts events in which 

the bachelor pion has been badly measured, but allows, in principle, a better 

determination of the relative angle between :.he D° and. bachelor JT than a single-

track fit on the bachelor x alone. This, in turn, give*, a better estimate of the 

AMKtr_Da and a consequent reduction in tht combinatorial background under 

the peak at AMKv^_Do = .145 GeV/c 2 in fig. 20. The distribution of vertex \ z 

is shown in fig. 24. We discuss in chapter 6 the expected effect this and other 

cuts might have on the detection of very long-lived D° 's. 

Two further checks are made to verify that the Jtsr candidates are consistent 

with coming from D° decays. The first cut LB derived by looking at fig. 25 which 

shows the momentum distribution of bachelor pions from the process D*+ —* Z>°7r 

for Monte Carlo-generated events. Noting the sharp cut-off of this distribution at 

1.0 GeV/c, we ask that no D* + candidate in the lifetime eample have a bachelor 

pion with momentum greater than 1.3 CeV/c. Secondly, we ask that the x 2 /dof 

of the kinematic fit of the K and ff momenta to the D° mass be less than 5. 

The final kinematic fit is done using track information constrained by the Z>° -

ba:helor pion vertex fit described above. This ensures maximum precision on the 

/.Afjfn-i? 0 determination. An a final assurance of the quality of the decay length 

information from the eventj a cut is made on the rms spread of measured beam 

positions for the tun from the BPM. Events are rejected if the run shows more 

than 250/* motion in x or 150u motion in y. These limits are found by studying 

the width of the impact parameter distributions for Bhabhas vs. the BPM rms 
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spread in x and y for the run. As an example, consider fig. 26 which shows 

the impact parameter/estimated error distribution of Bhabha tracks within 100 

mr of the x or y-axia for several values of the rms spread in BPM y and x 

measurements within the run. The increase in width of this distribution a* the 

rms spread increases indicates a loss in resolution for runs which had significant 

amounts of beam steering. 

Using the track roomenta from the 2?° - bachelor pion vertex fit, the mass 

difference for all surviving events is recalculated. Fig. 27 now shows a markedly 

improved A A f K „ _ D o distribution, 0'+ events are defined to be the 39 events 

with a mass difference between 0.143 and 0.150 GeV/c 5 and z> 0.6. From this 

figure, the combinatorial background under the peak is estimated by assuming a 

linear fit to the Bhape of the plot for AAf«-„_po greater than 0.150 GeV/c 2 . 

The estimated background is 4.fl± 2.1 events. Backgrounds from B decays are 

estimated from a Monte Carta study of the efficiency or these cuts for the sequence 

B -* D'+ - t D°ir. The relevant parameters assumed in the Monte Carlo, e.g. B 

fragmentation function, B branching fraction, to D'+ , moir. otum distribution 

of I>*+ decays from B's, etc. are taken from published results of the MAC, Mark 

A , and CLEO collaborations*1^4* . On the basis of the Monte Carlo study, 

our best estimate of the contamination of the final sample due to B decays is 

between 3 and $%• As described in section 4.2, combinatoric and B backgrounds 

are taken into account in determining the mean D lifetime. 

The decay length for each D" is determined by the method described in 

chapter 4. The decay length distribution is shown in fig. 28, These lengths are 

converted into proper decay times using the measured D" momenta. It should 

be noted that only the 2-paitlcle vertex is used in determining the decay length 

of the D° candidates. Fig. 29 ahows the distribution of proper decay times for 
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the J9*+ events. Fig. 30 shows the distribution of lifetime errors. 

The maximum likelihood method described in section 4.1 was used to extract 

the mean lifetime of this sample. The result was 4.7l{^ x 10~ 1 3 s, where the 

errors are purely statistical. The curve shown in fig. 29 shows the expected shape 

of the distribution of proper decay times. The curve is normalized to the total 

number of events in the sample and represents the shape of the fitting function 

discussed in section 4.2. 

5.2 £>° - • /firir0 EVENT OELBCTION 

We can extend the data sample of Z>° mesons using methods very similar 

to those described above simply by searching for other decay modes of the J3° . 

One possibility which proved successful, is the decay sequence 

D'+ -*D\+ 

where we again take advantage of the low Q value of the Z>*+ decay to significantly 

enhance the signal to background ratio. The procedure for identifying this sample 

is brisiully identical to that for D° —> K"if+ except for the requirement of a 7rQ . 

Again, we do not attempt any particle identification of charged tracks using the 

TOF system, but instead took all combinations of tracks in an hadronic event 

assuming all tracks to be both kaons and piorus. T° candidates are formed from 

photons in the LA system which are more than 2° away from the azimuthal edge 

of a module and less than 1.7 m In [i|'B . Photons which have energy between 

0.1 GeV and 4.0 GcV [m measured by the LA calorimeter) are paired. Those 

pairs with an invariant mus less than 30 MeV/c a or greater than 700 MeV/c 5 

axe rejected. The moment* of the remaining pain is constrained to the jr° mass. 

Any photon which has 4.0GeV < E , < 7GeV and which passes the fiducial 
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requirements is considered to be a n° with merged decay products. TT° candidates 

are rejected if they have momentum less than 400 MeV/c. As expected, there 

is again no obvious peak in the invariant mass distribution. All combinations 

between 1.76 and 1.96 GeV/c2 are taken to be Da candidates. The momenta of 

the tracks ia kinematieally fit to the D° masB. D c candidates where the x* /dot 

of the kinematic fit is less than 10 are combined with other appropriately charged 

tracks in the event to form ifjr3r0sr combinations. 

Fig. 31 shows the distribution of AAffj^^-Dn , the difference between the 

invariant mass of the ff3r?r07r combinations and the D° mass for z > 0.6. Events 

with z greater than 0.6 and mass difference less than 200 MeV/c s are rctracked, 

then put through the same second stage cuts as described above for the K* 

mode. Fig. 32 shows the invariant mass of the TT° candidates used for these 

events. 

The second stage cuts described in the previous section apply only to charged 

tracks. For the n° candidates, we merely tightened constraints on the quality of 

the fit to the T ° mass. The first requirement is that the invariant mass of the 

gamma pairs which form x° candidates be less than 400 MeV/c 2. Secondly, we 

demand that the x'/dof for the quality of the fit to the ir° mass be less than 3. 

?ig. 33 shows the anal plot of ^MjCrwo9_Do after all cuts for events with 

*D*+ > 0.8. D * + events are defined to be the 35 events with a mass difference 

between 0.143 and 0.150 GeV/c* and i c . + > 0.6. Prom this figure, the com

binatorial background under the peak is estimated by assuming a linear fit to 

the shape of the plot for £iMKTta,_Dn greater than 0.150 GeV/c a (two bins 

below the D * + peak were included in the fit in order to add some constraint 

corresponding to the absence of phase space due to the kinematic limit at 139.6 

MeV/c ). The estimated background is &.0 events. The amount of background 
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from B decays is assumed to be 3% as in the D" - t JCJT case. 

Figs. 34 and 35 show the proper decay time and lifetime error diatribu(':m 

of this sample. The mean determined with the maximum likelihood method is 

5.3 OTHER DECAY MODES OP THE D° 

Several other decay modes of the D" could, in principle, be detected by the 

Mark U . However, the cleanliness of the signals from these other modes would 

not be Jikely to match that of the two already presented. The combinatory 

background for decay modes with higher charged multiplicities goes up rapidly. 

As an example, we consider fig. 36 which shows the mass difference distribution 

for 5-particle combinations made under the assumption that they are from the 

decay mode 
D'+ -*Dax+ 

L> JT-jr+jr+ji-. 

Only a small signal can be seen. Other distinct decay modes have branching 

fractions which are either too small to be seen or involve particles (such aa q'a 

or K"s) which have a low efficiency of detection in the Mark I I . In principle, 

we could also search for D° mesons via the decay sequence 

D"> -iDax° 

U K-x+Tt0 or K~ir+. 

We can again take advantage of the low Q value of this reaction to enhance 

the mass resolution on the D* peak, however we must now contend with a low 

momentum sr0 . As will be shown in the section dealing with the D+ lifetime, 

the low momentum, bachelor ir° presents special problems which ensure that the 

resolution on the mass difference peak for such a decay will be considerably lower 
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than for the modes with charged bachelor pions. Thus, if we want a. clean sample 

of Da mesons, we must be content with the 74 events in hand. 

5.4 O 0 LffUTIME 

The background levels and average event error for the two samples discussed 

above are comparable and the cuts used to obtain them are very nearly identical. 

Thus, it ia not expected that there will be any systematic errors which axe not 

common to both r- iiples. VVe have therefore added the two samples to get tig. 

37. The curve superimpose! on the data shows the shape of the fitting function 

for the measured mean lifetime of 4.rtJ| x ]0~" a. 

5.5 D° COKTEOL SAMPLE 

In order to test the correctness cf the vertexing procedure and fitting function, 

a control sample of hadron traclss was developed. The control sample is formed 

by making fake Dt+ decays out of hadronic tracks with approximately the same 

kinematics as true D'* decays. Separate control samples are used fc- the D° and 

D* systematic checks. The D* control sample will be discussed here. 

In order to make fake D*+ decays with approximately the same kinematics 

as true £>*+ decays, we made the following requirements: first, the stage 1 event 

quality cuts described in the previous section are applied to the hadronic event 

sample. For the events which pass these cuts, Kir pairs are formed. Again, no 

attempt at particle identification is made, instead all tracks are tried as both 

kaons and pious. In each event, all Jfjr pairs with invariant masses between 

2.05 and 2,42 GeV/c* are considered as If control candidates. The K and n 

were not required to have opposite charge. Each candidate is combined with 

all other appropriately charged tracks in the event and those combinations with 
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an invariant mass difference, Mspariid* — Mtpartide < 300 MeV/c 2 and z value 

above 0.6 are put into the D*+ control sample. All Dt+ control tracks arc then 

subjected to the same stage 2 cuts applied to the data. In order to eliminate 

vertices from ifj and A decays, any track which, when combined with another 

track of opposite charge, gave a pair with an invariant mass within 20 MeV/c* 

of the if j mass or within 10 MeV/c 2 d the A masa is deleted from the pool of 

control sample candidates. Fig. 38 shows the final masa difference distribution 

for the D° control sample after all cuts. 

Fig. 39 shows the proper decay times found for these vertices. The shape 

and mean of this distribution is markedly different from fig. 37 which shows the 

same distribution for the D° sample. The measured value of 0,6 ± 0.3 x 10~ 1 3 s 

is small, but decidedly positive. This is expected since some tracks from charm 

and bottom decays have to be in the control sample. We checked that the effect 

of such, decays on the control sample was correct by forming a control sample 

from Monte Carlo events using the same procedure outlined above. The Monte 

Carlo control sample produced a mean lifetime of 0.5 ± 0.3 X 10" 1 3 a. The 

average charm lifetime in the Monte Carlo, weighted by the amount of D° and 

D+ mesons expected in PEP data (Z>° mesons are produced about 2.5 times as 

often as D+ mesons), was 5.6 x 1 0 - 1 3 s. The average B lifetime was 10~ 1 J s. The 

lifetime for a Monte Carlo control sample where the charm and bottom lifetimes 

were set to 0 yielded a mean lifetime consistent with 0. 

5.8 D* -» JfjITT A.'M.YS!3 

We now describe the method for determining the D + lifetime. The analysis 
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procedure locates D+ raeaons via the decay reaction 

The event sample is selected using cuts as similar as possible to those of the 

D analysis in order to minimize any systematic differences between the mea

surements of the lifetimes of the D° and D+ . As with the D° , cuts are done 

in two stages. The first Btage attempts to show evidence for the signal by max

imizing the efficiency for the decay mode specified above. The second stage of 

cuts eliminates events which have been mismeasured in some way. The I> + flight 

path length is measured by finding the non-beam-constrained vertex of the K 

and two jr's from the D+ and using the standard formula for estimating the most 

likely decay length relative to the known beam position. 

The first stage of cuts are aa follows: 

• Events are not considered unless they have event vertices with R less than 

2 cm and [z| less than IS cm (with respect to the beam position) and more 

than 2595 of tbe total center-of-mass energy in charged and neutral tracks 

• No particle ID is attempted, instead all tracks with K. less than S cm, |z| 

less than IS cm, 10 or more dazms, and a total track-fit x 2 /dof less than 

? are considered aa bath a K and a sr. dE/dx corrections to the particle 

momenta are made according to the particle type assumed 

• 7r° candidates ore made from gammas which have energy between 0.1 and 1 

GeV and position coordinates within the LA fiducial volume. JT° candidates 

are rejected if the invariant mass of the two gammas used is less than 20 

MeV/c* or greater than S0O MeV/c a or the x2 /dof of the fit to the ifi m a s 3 
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is greatei than 6. Candidates are ;ilso rejected if the TT° momentum is leas 

than 300 MeV, 

As expected, there is no evidence of a peak in the invariant mass spectrum 

for K-rrn combinations. Knit candidates with an invariant mass between 1.68 

and ".05 GeV/e 5 axe defined to be D+ candidates. These candidates are then 

combined with each jr° candidate in the event to form KitinP combinations. Fig. 

40, the plot of the mass difference, &MKrKWo„D+ , shows little evidence of a peak 

until use is made of the fact that the ratio of the a-0 energy to the D'+ energy 

is nearly a constant because of the small Q value of the decay. Fig. 41 shows 

the range of detected values for this ;uantity for Monte Carlo produced Z?'+ 's 

decaying to D+ 7r° . Fig. 42 shows the mass difference values for D*+ candidates 

with, ratios between 0.045 and 0.105 and % (energy of the D* + /beam energy) 

above 0.6. We will determine the significance of the peak in fig. 42 by performing 

the same analysis on a control sample. 

The control sample is determined using all of the stage 1 cuts described 

above, with the exception of the invariant mass cut. Control sample D + 'a must 

have invariant mass between 2.05 and 2.42 GeV/c*. There is one additional cut 

applied. If a track, when combined with another track of opposite charge, gives 

a pair with an invariant mass within 20 MeV/c 3 of the JfJ mass or within 10 

MeV/c 2 of the A mass, then that track is not considered as part of a control 

sample candidate. The plot of the mas? difference for the control sample D'* 'a 

after the ratio cut discussed above is shown in fig. 43. Note that this distribution 

peaks at a AAfJf]ri. iro_x)+ °f ~ 1*>2 MeV/e 2 before dropping to zero on the low 

end due to phase epace. Similar behavior occurs in the corresponding region 

outside the peak in fig, 42. As a double-check on the shape of the phase space 

around the signal region, the analysis is repeated on a control sample in which 
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the fake D* *s have an invariant mass between 1.31 and 1.67 GeV/c 2. The 

AAfK j r j r ] ro_£) + distribution for this control sample ia shown in fig. 44. Keep 

in mind that the numbers in these plots arc deceptive since there are roughly 

3 rc° candidates for each Kim combination in both the data and the control 

sample. Fig. 45 shows the invariant mass of the gammas from the TT0 candidates 

in the D+ data sample. 

In order to avoid any bias in the selection of events put through the lifetime 

analysis, the lifetime-algorithm is applied to both D'+ candidates and candidates 

from both control samples which have z> 0.6 and AMKwwifi_D+ less than 200 

MeV/c 2 , regardless of their ratio value. The events are retracked using the 

method described in eection 2.11. The second stage of cuts fcppUed to D* + tracks 

are as follows: 

• R and z less than 2 cm and 5 cm, respectively 

• total track-fit x 2 less than 7, VC track-fit \ 2 Ecus than S 

• 10 or more dazms of which at least 2 must be in the inner layers, of the 

VC and at least 1 must be in the outer layers of the VC 

• track momentum greater than 300 MeV/c 

» no other tracks are allowed to be within g of a wire spacing of a C + charged 

trark at each VC layer 

In addition, any VC dazm on the decay tracks which contributes moro than 3/dof 

to the VC track fit xi & eliminated. The track is then refit and passed through 

the above cuts again. A maximum of three d&znu arc allowed to be removed in 

this way. Foi ir° candidates, wc simply demand that the # s /dof for the fit to 

the TT° mass be less than 3. 
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As in the D° analysis, a vortex fit of the K and x'a of the D* were made 

after track errors were boosted by 10%. Vertex errors are boosted by 6% after 

the fit. D + candidates are required to have & x/dof < 3 for the vertex fit of the 

three tracks. We also required that the B + night trajectory be consistent (within 

3 a) with the hypothesis that it originates in the vicinity of the beam interaction 

Bpot. 

At this point in the D° lifetime analysis, a cut was made on the x s of a 

vertex fit of the bachelor pion and the virtual 2>° track. It was argued that this 

cut provided not only a consistency check on the D'+ hypothesis, but s better 

determination, in principle cf the relative angle between the DQ arid the bachelor 

pion. This, in turn, should slightly improve the mass difference resolution. For 

the D+ analysis, we simply make use of the fact mentioned above, namely that 

the ratio of bachelor fi° energy to total D'+ energy must be nearly a constant 

for all legitimate D'+ events going through the D +ir° decay mode. Demanding 

that the D'+ candidates have a ratio between bounds set by the Monte Carlo 

simulation of the decay allows a rejection of background with little loss of signal. 

Two further checks are made to verify that the Kwnif candidates are con

sistent with coming from D'+ decays, As in the i>° analysis, we ask that no 

D , + candidate In the lifetime sample have a bachelor jr° with momentum greater 

than \.3 GeV/c. Secondly, we ask that the x 2 /dof of the kinematic fit of the 

Jif,7r and sr momenta to the D+ mass be less than 4. The final kinematic fit was 

done using track information constrained by the vertex fit described above. This 

ensures m&ximuni precision on the AMff f r w w o - £ ) + determination. 

Even after all cuts, some multiple-counting of events remains (i.e. some 

charged track combinations can be combined with several 3i° candidates in the 

same event). Multiple-counting is eliminated by selecting the Dt+ candidate 

100 

with the smallest x' for the IT" St, or in cases with several D+ candidates, the 

smallest SQUAW-fit * J . 

Fig*. 46-48 show the mass difference distribution after all cuts for the data, 

the high invariant mass control Bample, and the low invariant mass control sam

ple, respectively. We can again see an indication of peaking in the control sample 

distributions for AMXfrr0_p+ ~ 154 MeV/c 3 for the control samples, although 

the statistics arc too limited too draw any firm conclusions. The extremely 

low number of events in the low-invariant mass control trample results primarily 

from the track overlap cut. The lower invariant mass of the fake O"1" 's leads to 

smaller opening angles, and hence a greater probability of overlapping tracks. In 

order to determine the amount of combinatoric background in figure 46, we Unit 

determined the shape of the mass difference distribution for the high and low 

invariant mass control samples. We increased the statistics of these samples by 

eliminating the cuts on the number of vertex chamber hits, on the chi-square of 

the track fit, and the chi-sqaare of the vertex Gt. Cuts on tracka which overlap 

and on the ratio of bachelor sr° energy to D'+ energy were retained. The mass 

difference distribution of these control samples made with modified cuts were 

then fit with a trial function which had parameters controlling the shape and 

normalization. These parameters were allowed to vary until an optimal least-

squares fit was obtained. Fig. 40 shows the mass difference distribution for the 

high and low invariant mass control samples along with the best fit to the data 

for this function. We then fixed the parameters which controlled the shape of 

the function and fit the data in figures 47 and 48 to deten7;'2a the normalization 

for the higb and low-invariant mass control samples. The normalization for the 

combinatoric background in fig. 46 was determined by interpolating between the 

values of the two control samples- The solid curve in fig. 46 shown the shape 
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of the expected combinatrric background distribution. The dotted-dashed lines 

show the 1 sigma boundary of this curve. On the basis of a Monte Carlo study 

of the U* + —» 23+ff° nation, we have determined that the excess of events 

outside the D* + signal region is consistent with the mass resolution smearing of 

the J?' + peak due to the poor resolution on the determination of the bachelor 

jr° momenti-m.. We have used the background curve to estimate the combinatoric 

background from 135 < A M J C , ^ I _ D + < 148 GcV/c* to be 5.7 ± 3.6 events. Us

ing Monte Carlo techniques, we have also determined that two other backgrounds 

arise in the analysis. The number of Dt+ mesons from B decays, for example, is 

estimated to be 3 ± 2%. Events horn the reaction, 

in which the K and ar from the D" are combined with a random track to make a 

D+ candidate provide 14 ±6% of the events in the signal region. The background 

from other charm channels is negligible. 

Now that the amount of background has been determined, we must measure 

its lifetime. In order to increase the statistics on the lifetime measurement, 

the low and high invariant mass control samples are combined. This assumes 

that the difference in vertex errors between the samples has little effect on any 

systematic mismcaiuremcnt of the lifetimes. This assumption has been checked 

for the D° sample and for the D+ data sample as will be discussed below. Fig. 

BO shows the lifetime distribution for the combined control sample. The mean 

lifetime, assuming a Gaussian distribution, is 0.8 ± 0.5 x 10~ 1 3 s. We can now 

determine the mean lifetime of the D + sample under the following assumptions: 

i. the combinatorial background under the peak in fig. 46 has a mean lifetime 

identical to that of the control sample 
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it. the combinatorial background fraction is 25 ± 15% 

iii. the background from B hadions is 3% as in the £>° lifetime analysis 

The fitting function employed in the D° lifetime measurement was modified to 

include the effects of the D"° background and the slightly larger lifetime of the 

combinatoric background. It was then used to derive a value of 8.91U x 10~' 3 

a as the mean lifetime of the D+ sample, A plot of the D+ sample lifetimes 

along with the curve shoeing the fitting function is shown in fig. 51. A similax 

analysis done on a Monte Carlo simulation of the D* + to D+ reaction yields 
s - 4 - i l X 1 ( r 1 S e f « M inPat Jifetimo of 9.5 X 1 0 " 1 3 s. 
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6. Studies of Systematic Errors 

In this chapter, we will determine the systematic error on the lifetime mea

surements for the D° and D+ . Although the contributions to the systematic 

error for the analyses are fairly similar, the methods for determining them differ 

in detail. Therefore, they will be described separately We will begin with a check 

an the genera! lifetime algorithm by making a measurement of the r lifetime. 

G.i r LIFETIME STUDY 

Lifetime studies at an e + c~ storage ring offer at least one advantage over 

similar studies done at hadron machines. This is the existence of an event sample 

with a lifetime which is not only very similar to the lifetime of the charmed 

mesons which we wish to study but which is well-understood both theoretically 

and experimentally. We are speaking here, of course, about r lepton events. The 

lifetime of the r is derived by the same arguments discussed in chapter 1. Hence, 

rT = B»W ' (~)6 • V = 2.6 x lO"13 B 

where Br(e) is the branching ratio for T - » t v e v T , The current best measurement 

of the T lifetime fe 2.80±0.24±0.25 x 1(T 1 8 s 3 s , Since r 's are readily identified at 

PEP energies and fairly plentiful* it is easy to obtain a relatively clean T sample 

and make a rough estimate of its lifetime. Since the r is well-understood both 

theoretically and experimentally, this sample provides an excellent test bed for 

the techniques described above. 

At 29 GeV, a clean sample of r events can be chosen largely on the basis of 

the topology of the event. For example, in this study we looked at events with a 

1+3 topology, i,e. events which have 1 track recoiling against 3 tracks pointing 

into the opposite hemisphere. Specifically,1 ^.choose events with 4 charged tracks 
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with 0 net charge and total energy between 5 and 26 GeV. The lower Hmit on the 

totaJ energy rejects r pairs produced from 2-photwi processes while the upper 

limit rejects radiative Bhabha and muon pairs which have converted photons. 

Each event is divided into two jets by a plane perpendicular to the thrust axis. 

Events are rejected unless one of the jets contain exactly three prongg which have 

an invariant mass between 0.7 and 1.5 GeV/c 3 and energy between 3 and 15 

CcV. Furthermore, all tracks In one jet are required to be more than 120° from all 

track* in the opposite jet. AH tracks are required to be well-measured according 

to the stage 2 criteria applied to the D mesons. Monte Carlo calculations are 

used to estimate backgrounds in the final sample of 4% from low-multiplicity 

hadronic events and 3% from two-photon produced r pairs 3 6 . This sample of r 

events ia then passed through the lifetime algorithm in order to determine the 

mean decay length of the sample. Fig. 52 shows the distribution of decay lengths 

found. The mean value is 647 ±72;*. This can be compared to the 680ji expected 

from the current world average for the T lifetime. Since these values are in good 

agreement, wc conclude that the lifetime measuring method used here is basically 

sound and shows no obvious bias. 

0.2 SYSTEMATIC ERROR FOR D° ANALYSIS 

For the D° analysis, contributions to the systematic error are broken down 

aa follows: 

• £0.3 )c I 0 " 1 3 s for any systematic offset as measured by the agreement 

between the real data and Monte Carlo data control samples 

• ±0,2 x 10" l 3 s from the uncertainty on the amount of combinatorial 

hadronk background 
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• ±0.1 x 10 1 3 s from the uncertainty on the amount of B —» £>*+ back

ground 

• ±0.2 x 1 0 - 1 3 B for reasonable variations in the crrc ra assigned to the proper 

decay times 

Each of these will be discussed below. 

The first error is determined by estimating the possible systematic onset 

in the measurement of the mean lifetime of a sample. This is calculated by 

estimating the offset from 0 of the Z>° control sample. As stated in section 5.S, 

the mean lifetime of the X>° control oample is 0.6±0.3 x 1 0 - ! 3 s. This agrees with 

the expectation from the Monte Carlo control sample which has a mean lifetime 

of 0.5±0.2 x 10~ 1 3 s. Measurements were also made on several Monte Carlo data 

Bets in which each event had one reaction of the type D'+ - t ifx. If —» Kir (the 

charm quark opposite the D*+ was allowed to fragment in the normal manner). 

The values used are in Appendix B. Table 4 contains the various measured values 

for tho mean lifetime as the lifetime of the D° was changed. 

Table 4. 

Lifetime Measurements on Monte Carlo Data Samples 

Input lifetime Measured lifetime ( 1 0 _ M s) 
0.0 
3.1 
6.2 

0.3 ±.47 
2.8 ± .41 
B.9±-41 

Since there is no observed offset at any lifetime in the Monte Carlo and the control 

samples for the real data and the Monte Carlo agree within the statistical error 

of 0.3 x 1 0 ~ n a, we claim that the 1 sigma limit on any systematic offset in 

measuring the lifetime of the Lf3 sample is ±0.3 x 1 0 _ i a s. 
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The second contribution is derived by adjusting the proportion of combinato

rial and B meson backgrounds in the fitting function according to the maximum 

amount of each background that could exist in the D° sample. As stated in 

section 5.4, the mean lifetime of 4.7i§J x 1°~ 1 3 for the D° sample was calcu

lated with contributions from combinatorial background and B-hadrons included. 

The amount of combinatoric background in the lifetime sample is estimated by 

straight-line fits to the events outside the D'+ peak in figs. 27 and 33. This 

yields. 12 ± 6% as the best estimate of the combm&toric background fraction for 

the ifvr decay mode and 14 ± 6% as background fraction for the K-rnP mode. 

The amount of B-hadron contamination is estimated by a Monte Carlo study as 

described in section 5.1. The lifetime of the combinatoric background is assumed 

to be the same as that of the real data control sample, 0.6 X 1 0 - 1 3 s. The lifetime 

of B-hadrons was set to 1 0 _ l i s 3 ' . Varying the combinatoric background fraction 

in the fitting function from 6 to 1895 changes the mean lifetime by =p0-2 * 10~" 

a. Adjusting the B-hadron background fraction between 1 and 596 changes the 

mesa lifetime by ±0.1 x 10~ 1 3 o. It Bhould be noted that the two backgrounds 

have opposite effects on the mean lifetime of the sample. 

The thir J error depends on the correct determination of the vertex error boost 

mentioned previously. In principle, one would like to determine the correct boost 

to the vertex error by studying the lifetime/estimated error of an appropriate 

control sample. This has in fact been done for the r lifetime analysis36. That 

study found that the distribution of lifetime/error m a Gaussian of small mean, 

but with a width of 1.13 ± 0.05. This indicates a vertex error which is about 

1356 too small given the distribution of the lifetimes from a sample with a small 

mean lifetime. The additional 1396 error presumably comes from misassignment 

and mistiming of VC hits on tracks which are too close together. Unfortunately, 
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it is not possible to repeat thin study accurately for this analysis due to the 

lack of a large control sample. It should be noted, for example, that the width 

of the control sample lifetime distribution in fig. 39 ifl notably narrower than 

the lifetime distribution of the D° sample. This occurs primarily because the 

control sample is formed with track pairs v/hich have an invariant mass above 

the Jfi mass band. This tends to make the fake Da 's have wider opening 

angles and therefore smaller vertex errors than the real D° decays. This point 

cannot, of course, be corrected, but, we can attempt to at least check on the 

vertex error boost by measuring the lifetime/estimated error distribution of this 

sample, shown in fig.53. The data is. reasonably well-fit by a Gaussian of width 

1.0£ ± 0.06. Our determination is consistent with that of the r lifetime analysis. 

Hence, 1.08 ht token to be correct value for the error boost. The systematic 

error on the D" lifetime from the boost is estimated by measuring the difference 

between the mean lifetime of the D° sample with a 1.0 and 1.16 vertex error 

boost. Without the boost, the lifetime is 4.9iJSJ X 1 0 ' " s. With a 169S error 

boost, the lifetime goes to 4.5i[£g x 10~ 1 3 s. The contribution to the systematic 

error is therefore assumed to be ±0.2 X 1 0 - 1 3 B. 

The lost error to be considered is the bias against long-lived events. The 

efficiency for detecting D mesons cannot be completely independent of lifetime 

since, if the lifetime is too long (say 10~" a or more) then the decay length 

would place the decay tracks outside the inner layers of the VC. Although the 

data :een in fig. 37 shows no hint of disagreement with tne hypothesis that all 

D° decays have a single lifetime of about 4 X 1 0 - 1 ' a, it is possible that there 

may be a bias against the longest-lived events from a sample with this lifetime. 

In order to determine the efficiency for such events, we have performed a study 

on a large sample of Monte Carlo events which all included the d-:cay sequence 
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JD° -* KIT, The D° lifetime was set to 62 x 1(T 1 3 B, about IB times the current 

world average. The events are run through the same analysts procedure used on 

rer i data. The resultant lifetime is 59.4+g;̂  x 10~ 1 3 s for the 111 events which 

pass all cuts. Thus, there Es no indication of bias in measuring lifetimes from 

a sample with a mean lifetime about an order of magnitude higher than the 

measurements presented here. 

Adding all of the errors previously discussed in quadrature giv,*s a systematic 

error of 0.5 x 1 0 - I S a. Thus, the final answer for the Z?° lifetime is 

4 .7 lS ; l±0 .5x l0" 1 3 u . 

6.3 SYSTEMATIC ERR OH FOR Z?+ ANALYSIS 

The contributions to the systematic error on the D+ lifetime measurement 

are aa follows: 

• 1.1 x I0" 1 3 s from the uncertainty in the amount of combinatorial back

ground 

• 0.3 x 10~ 1 3 8 from the uncertainty in the amount of B ha iron background 

• 0.2 x 10~ 1 3 s from the uncertainty about the correct value for the vertex 

error boost 

• 0.5 x 1 0 _ u a from the possibility of a systematic offset in the lifetime 

measurement 

The first error reflects the changes in the lifetime which occur when the 

amount of background specified in the fitting function is changed. For 40% combi

natorial background in the 23 signal events, the lifetime becomes 10.2±JJ x 10" 1 3 a. 
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For a background fraction of 9%, the lifetime goes to 7-8ti% x 1 0 " , 3 s. When 

the amount of B background is changed to i% or 5%, the lifetime becomes 

9.2lsx x 1 0 ~ i a s o r 8.6i';° X 10~ 1 3 s, respectively. The third error reflects 

changes in the measured lifetime for various changes in the vertex error boost 

discussed in the previous section. If this: 8?5 boost is increased by a factor of two, 

then the lifetime becomes 8 .8* | | x 1 0 - 1 3 s. If no boost is used, the lifetime is 

9.3i?i X 1 0 - " s. The fourth error is an estimate of the magnitude o f a possible 

systematic mismeasurement of the D+ lifetime due to a systematic mismeasure-

ment of the vertex position. This is done by estimating the offset from zero of 

the D + control sample. The problem here, of course, is that there is always some 

residual B and charm background in the control samples, thus their lifetimes are 

always slightly positive. Since the D* analysis avoided using the Monte Carlo 

as much as possible, we have compared the D+ control sample lifetime to that 

of the J?° control sample described earlier. The D° control samples for Monte 

Carlo data and real data agree quite well and indicate that an offset of about 

0.S x 1 0 - 1 3 a can be expected due to the residual charm and B tracks in the 

sample. The D+ control sample lifetime agrees with this within its statistical 

error of ±0.5 X 10~ 1 3 s. Therefore, we take 0.5 x 1 0 - 1 3 s as the limit of any 

measurement offset. These errors are added in quadrature to get a final system

atic error of ±1.3 x 10" 1 3 s. The quoted error includes the small dependence of 

the £>+ lifetime on the D° lifetime measurement. Thus, the final value for the 

D+ lifetime is 8 .91$ ± 1.3 x 10" 1 3 s. 
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T. Conclusions 

Now that we have our best estimates of the D° and £>+ lifetimes along with 

the systematic errors associated with the measurements, we can compare our 

values to those of other experiments. We have found 

TD° =4.7±g;l ± 0.S x 10" 1 3 s 

TDT =8.9J:| : | ± i.3 x i o " 1 3

 s 

The ratio of lifetimes, assuming independent errors for the D+ and D° is Ie± = 

l-9-o:7 ± 0-3. Fig. 54 shows the current published measurements of TDa from 

emulsion, bubble chamber, and silicon strip detectors along with the present 

measurement 3 8 - ' 5 . The current world average, excluding the value presented 

here is 3.83 ± .32 x 10" 1 3 s. Fig. 55 contains the current published values of 

rDt. The current world average, excluding the measurement presented here is 

8.92 ± .87 x 1 0 " 1 3 s. The world average values can be divided to yield & ratio 

of 2.33 ± .30. Thus, the results of this measurement are in good agreement with 

the results from other experiments. 

When taken all together, the measurements indicate that the lifetimes of the 

D° and D+ are very close to the theoretically predicted value for the charm quark 

lifetime. This is a good indication that the overall properties of the hadronic 

decays of these mesons can be explained by the Standard Model for weak inter

actions. The discrepancy between the D° and 2? + lifetimes definitely indicates 

however, that the naive spectator model is not completely correct. One possi

ble source of the difference might be in the Cabibbo-suppressed decays of these 

mesons. Since the D+ and U° partial decay widths to Cabibbo-favored semilep-

tonic final states are equal (assuming isospin symmetry), a comparison of the 

ratio of the D+ and Da semileptonic branching ratios to the ratio of B+ and 
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D° lifetimes places limits on tfee size of the Cabibbo-suppressed Bemileptonic 

widths- The beat measurement to date of the semileptonic branching ratios 

comes from the Markm experiment*6 . They Gnd 

B r ( P + - > e * + X) : , + o . 5 , 0 ] 

When compared ta QUI measurement, this implies 

Tf*-'*tx

 = i . 2 lg | statistical errors only. 

The diagrams for Cabibbo-suppressed Bemileptonic decay of the D+ is shown 

in Rg. 57. Agsaating isosp'm conservation, there is no comparable diagram for 

the D° - Thttf, the ratio of semUeptonic widths cail be expressed as 

where CA stands for Cabibbo-allowed and CS for Cabibbo-suppresscd. Thus, 

at the 95% C t . 

132 

I?ig. 5B: Diagram for Cabibbo-suppressed decay of the D+ meson 
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( Appendix 

We will now describe the solution to the ^-minimization expression derived 

in chapter 3. The derivation Is due to George Trilling. We start with the equation 

Note that the symmetry of the inverse error matrices [IT*- = 0,-(- ) allows us to 

simplify th© tbeve equations to 

^ 5 ., , . S J W 

and 

f*3 . = 2 y y ,j/H _ „W 1 H W?C - o 

In order to solve these equations, wo fliflt linearize them by approximating the 

track parameters / (* ' with the form 

^ > + E E ^ + E ^ # 
Thus, we get 

OPl i= l . j= l g-1 m=L 3j9S m=l < 7 1 ™ d(3[ ' 

and 

"*< 6=t.j=,l ,=lra=l 8p)l> £ii Sxm > >' & , 
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This yields 3N+3 equations which must be solved for 3N+3 unknowns. We can 

express 3PJ of the equations as 

t=l<J=>lm=l l4=l dffm' 60} ' M m ap\'' 

= E E [<P - W ^ « = u.••••"•' = 1.2.3-
t=l ij'=l 90} ' 

The remaining 3 equations aia 

" » • 3 r" , .ad'*' .^ajfW ajW , .SJlWi 

r E E fr'/tfSr*f̂ -+«%.̂ -̂ f̂-
-itw-tin*®^ ,=1>2,3. 

These expressions can be simplified by noting that the only correlated pa

rameters in the set of tracks being vertexed are the Xi coordinates, i.e. the x, y, 

and z vertex position common to all the tracks. Thereforef we demand 

^ • = 0 unless* = 7 . 

This simplifies the 3N equations formula to 

S^ iv^w * ̂  - ^ ^pJ - £ i • "^ J** ̂ r 
for 1 = 1,2,3 while the second set of equations becomes 

t=lij=l J ' 
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Now lefa rewrite the above expressions in terms of some new notation. We will 

express the first equation as 

where 

£ [*£?«£> + <?£?&»..] = «!"' «« » - 1, --." .' = 1.3.S-

3 x 3 matrix for each track 

<3 ™ = £ Tp-flfr'—fr 3 x 3 °> a t r « f o f "<* tf«* 

Rf' = £ [«'"' - J&'W/'^fer 3 e l e m e n t V K t O T f < " « " * t r a c k-
The second act of equations will be written as 

3 r IV 

1 = 1,2,3. 

with 

. ^ E E ^ f 3 * 3 matrix 

% = £ £ [<*!*' - J l g ' K ' ^ - 3 element vector. 

We now make use of the fact that the track parameters and error matrices 

axe escalated in the vkinity of the beam interaction point (and therefore in the 

vicinity of the vertex position we seek). Hence we can ose the fact that 

<fP, opf 3xm \ m = 1,2,3 
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keeping in mind that we have already calculated 

Ai,A2,A3,A4,As = 6 —, tanA,cV, and ny. 
pcosA 

If we now calculate 

dA, ee _ 6Vls 3 7 , 

whete em and Cnv are components of i and t, then we can simplify the equations 

even further since now 

l n l L."—I J 

Hence, we have 3N+3 equations 

E K , ^ , + o ! ; W ! = Bi") i = i,2,3, u = i,...,w 
m = l 

where Q r is the transpose of Q. Now let's assemble all the equations into one 
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by defining 

6X1 

\ **3 y 

J track J 

}tra-k 2 

} vertex 

which we will call D, and 

J track 1 

J track 2 

f 3 component vector 

which we will call TV. Thus, we reduce all 3N+3 equations to the form UD «= 

W, where U is the (3N+3)x (3N+3) matrix shown on the next page. 
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U = 

HO 0 0 Q W 

0 H<!> 0 . . . 0 Q<2> 

0 0 M® 0 : QP) 

• :' . . . ••- 0 : 

0 0 0 . . . H<"1 Q l"l 
QT(I) qTO) qTW . . . Q T ( N ) T 

Our original goal was to solve for the values of the column vector D , so the 

solution is givtn by 

D s T J - ' W . 

The squared error matrix is given by U" 1 , thus 

where 
m a = 60} 

0 = Sxi 
and similarly for b and rn. 

l = 3(jfe-i)+i 
I = 3JV + i 
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Here we define fiome of the Monte Carlo parameters which were most rej-

evant to this analysis. For example, the decay distance for a D decay with a 

given lifetime depends on the momentum of the D, thus if we wish to compare 

results from the Monte Carlo to the real data we need a parametrization of the 

momentum spectrum of D'a in charm events. Such a parametrization is given by 

& fragmentatioa function. The form of this function determines the probability 

that a quark of a given type with a given energy will produce a hadron of a 

given energy. Following the Peterson convention,47 the Monte Carlo used in this 

analysis assumes that the form of this function for heavy quarks such as charm 

and bottom is 

F < ? ( a ) = i, ' " • a . ? 2l» - 1 - iSjl 
for a quark of flavor Q (charm or bottom) fragmenting to a hadron of energy 

zEq where EQ is the energy of the quark and z is the fraction of quark energy 

taken by the hadron. The parameter A is an arbitrary normalization constant. 

The shape of the function as a function of z is determined by the parameter tg. 

We assumed et = 0.3 (for charaa) and et = 0.03 (for bottom). 

In determining the background due to B decays to charm mesons, we have 

used information from ref. 34 in setting the branching fraction of B mesons to 

JD*+ and the momentum spectrum of i?* + mesons from B mesons. For example, 

the spectrum of D°'B from B mesons is shown in fig. 58. The shape of the 

data Is consistent with a large proportion of the D" mesons being produced by 

semileptocic 7̂  decay. In our Monte Carlo studies, the momentum spectrum of 

D's from B mesons has been chosen to be consistent with the data, in this figure. 

The branching fraction of B mesons into D'+ mesons was set to 50%. This 
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Fig. 57; Plot of number of D° mesons vs. D momentum from CLEO data 

(ref. 34). The dashed curve shows the phase space expectation while 

the solid curve shown the expected shape for aemileptonic decays of b 

quarks to charm. 
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parameter and iht shape of the momentum spectrum were varied in determining 

the error on the 3% background estimate of D* + mesons from B decays. 
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